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(Weekly Student Newspaper)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 29,1940

(Complete Campus Coverage)

H o n o r s D a y A s s e m b l y O p e n s commencement and Baccalaureate Speakers

ODDS and ENDS
We had a very nice little philoiOphic thought on the end of another school year all worked out for
the beginning of this column this
week; (something about the sen'know, and a lot of slightly
reminiscing) but after
sitting here and watching one article after another roll in with one
;ion or another on that theme,
given it up as a bad job. Tempus has fugitted, as tempus always
ffill, and as far as we're concerned
case of letting the dead past
bury its dead. Onward to September!

Commencement

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

Exercises

Picnic, Dance,
Council Votes Band Senior-Faculty
and Play Are Included in
Events Honoring Graduates
$500 For 1940-41;
Darling Gives Plan

Eagerly Awaited Honors
Are Given Today in Theatre
Honors Day FinCampus Sing WonThree-in-One
ally Arrives; Independent
Women Grab Laurels
By Kappas and
Lambda Chi Alpha

Commencement week for fiftynine seniors will begin today with
A long deferred and eagerly
the general Honors Day assembly
awaited Honors Day took place this
in the Annie Russell Theatre, preafternoon in the Annie Russell
New Budget Close to $10,000 ceding the annual faculty-senior
Gamma Phi's and Kappa Al- Theatre. Combining the Spring
Honors Day and the usual Fall
Mark as Many Departments picnic on the campus lakeshore.
pha's Grab Second Honors; Honors day, which was postponed
Festivities honoring the seniors
Map Expansion Ideas
Judges Praise Songsters
this year due to an overcrowded
will continue with a student procalendor, a great number of awards
duction of "What A Life" in the
were presented.
The final meeting of the Student Annie Russell Theatre on Thursday
War horror and everything else
We like the way the last calendar Council drew to a close Monday and Friday evenings, Class Day exListed below and on the sports
was pushed into the background
thrusts aside all thoughts of war night after a heated discussion ercises on the lakeshore Friday
last Friday night on the lakefront page of this edition will be found
JOHN A. KINGSBURY
and
a
tentative
acceptance
of
a
promorning,
a
dance
given
by
the
StuRABBI
SAMUEL
M.
LAZARON
and world disruptions, as it slams
as hordes of white-clad Rollins the majority of the awards made
posed Student Association budget dent Association at the Orlando
right on through the summer, angirls and fright-clad Rollins men this afternoon. However, due to
of $9,042 for next year and a con- Country Club on Saturday night,
nouncing with an air of quiet fingathered there for the annual cam- the fact that some prizes had yet
sideration of Dudley Darling's pro- and the annual alumni-senioi
ility that there will be a faculty
to arrive from department heads
pus sing.
posal for a Cooperative Store on breakfast early Monday morning.
meeting here at Rollins College on
When the last note had been at press-time, and some of the
campus.
Seniors will attend a CommunSeniors
who
wish
to
September 26th, 1940. We assume
awards are to be presented on Class
flatted,
the
final
tonsil
strained
and
While the total estimates of the ion Service at eight o'clock Sunthe Sandspur next year can save
Mr. Hitler is NOT invited.
Judges Honaas, Carter, and Rich Day, it is impossible to print absobudget are unchanged from last day morning in the Knowles Me50e by ordering it now in adgathered 'round a hastily erected lutely all the honors given.
morial
Chapel,
and
at
10:30
Rabbi
year due to the flexibility of the
vance from John Giantonioi, busbarricade to render the verdict, a
Pi Kappa Delta Keys, Presented
Before we come back here next general fund, many departments Morris Samuel Lazaron of Pikesiness manager. The price for
tense quiet pervaded the air, bro- by Professor Pierce: Freeland Babfall, however, there'll be two Rol- received increases.
ville, Md., will deliver the Baccaa year's mail subscription will
ken
only
by
the
dulcet
tones
of
P.
cock,
Wesley Davis, Dwight Johnlins get-togethers. The first comes
be $2.50, under this arrangeFive hundred dollar was granted laureate sermon.
Q. Wetherell, who was still singing ston, Betty Hall, Robert Stonerock.
]uickly, June 15th, to be precise.
President Hamilton Holt will
ment.
to the band for their trips next
after the rest of the Beanery Boys
that Saturday, Rollinsites will
Presentation
of Spra^gue OraBaccalaureate
Sermon
Will
Be
year. Last year this organization confer fifty-four Bachelor of Arts
quit.
lescend like an avenging host or
torical Contest Awards: First Prize,
Delivered By Rabbi Lazarreceived no help from the Student degrees, four Bachelor of Science
he New York World's Pair. Regis,
Well, to come to the point the $15.00, Dorothy Bryn. Second Prize,
Association Fund and was forced to degrees, and one Bachelor of Music
on, of Maryland
ration will begin at 4 P. M. in tht
Kappas had displaced the Thetas ?10.00, Wesley-Davis.
collect money by benefits and cam at Commencement Exercises Mon
i'lorida Building and a dinner wil
for the girls' sing crown, and the
Announcement of Elections to Pi
paigns throughout the town to fin day morning, June 3, in th
rved at 6:30 in the Spanish
Lambda Chis, by the narrowest of Kappa Lambda: Ely Haimowitz,
ance the transportation and meals Knowles Memorial Chapel. Joh:
)ining Room. If you're planning
margins had won their second sing Professor Charmbury.
Adams Kingsbury, New York so
to Miami, Tampa, and Stetson.
0 be there, make reservations with
championship in as many years.
American Red Cross Senior Life
The Drama Department request- cial welfare leader, will deliver the
Mancy Cushman, President of th
Closely pressing the leaders were Saving Awards: Barbara Holmes,
principal address.
John Adams Kingsbury, the notNew York Alumni club, room 2915, ed eight hundred dollars, an in^
the Gamma Phis and the K.A.'s, John Nicholson, Jesse Leslie, Frank
Candidates for degrees are as folcrease of a hundred dollars ovei
ed social welfare leader and former
who won approval with their "No- Manuel, Kenneth Scudder, Donald
East 42nd Street, N. Y. C ,
this year. This eight hundred dol- lows:
administrative consultant in the
body Loves a Clothing Store Dum- Hayford, Richard Cerra, Cecil Butt,
jefore June 10th.
Bachelor of Arts: Lillian A.
lars provides for free tickets for all
Works Progress Administration and
my."
Joan Kellogg-Smith, Eva CoIe|
Conn,
Emily
G.
Graves,
M.
Elizacollege students for six major prothe National Youth Administration,
It was the largest sing turnout Hester Sturgis.
The second assemblage will be ductions next year instead of the beth Haggerty, Mary E. MarchRae
and
Dandliker
Are
Eagwill deliver the Commencement adin years, with almost every organChoir Keys: John Albert, Betty
e annual Woodstock Reuni
man, Virginia M. Staples, Winter
usual five.
erly Sought-After By Many ization entering songsters. The Pi Berdahl,
dress on Monday morning, June 3.
Norine Parr, Erika Heyheld at Dr. Holt's summer home
The Speech Department also re- Park; Frances A. Perrottet, Orlan- Mr. Kingsbury's daughter, VirGreat Graduate Schools
Phis and the Lambda Chis had the der, Carolyn Naught, Marian Russ,
on August 17th. A full day's fes- ceived an increase of one hundred ddo; Daphne Z. Banks, Eustis;
ginia, is a member of the graduatlargest
groups
entered.
The
judgDaphne
Takach,
Lois Terry, Lois
tivities is planned, as usual, and ev- dollars over this year to cover tht
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 4)
ing class of approximately sixty
ing was done on the basis of origin- Weidner, Hazel Yarbrough, Peggy
[ryone and his uncle is invited.
By Boyd France
expenses of entertaining a debatseniors.
ality, tonal quality, arrangement Mary Whiteley, Lillian Conn, Helen
ing team from a foreign nation.
> a playboy school ? Are and enunciation.
Are
The Baccalaureate sermon on
Darling, Janet Harrington, Frances
Miss Effie Jane Buell and Mrs,
The Publications Union received
Sunday, June 2, will be delivered we mere idle drifters who don't
The winning songsters will de- Perrottet, Jean Tumer, Richard
Margaret Coe ignored the taboos of an increase of forty-eight dollars
by Rabbi Morris Samuel Lazaron, know what we want in life, and light WDBO listeners' ears with a Rodda, Rankin Shrewsbury, Presly
aren't taking any chances of get;he select "Virginia Circle" last over last year, for although the
of Pikesville, Md.
Wetherell, Ely Haimowitz, Richard
half hour program tonight.
peek and lived to tell the tale. They Sandspur and the Flamingo have
Seventeen states and the District ting it? Has our inborn curiosity,
Verigan, Virginia Richardson.
irere the two lone non-Virginians
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 6)
The Key Society's new president of Columbia are represented by this our keen sense of the romance of
Publications Keys—Read by John
^e hope they spell this right!) a t
is Jack Buckwalter, elected last year's graduates, with 62 per cent living, the fine fierce impulsiveness
Giantonio: Dejay Shriner, Ted Pitof
our
youth
been
stultified
by
a
luncheon Friday given by their
Tuesday night at the first meeting of the class coming from outside of
man,
Norine Farr, Toy Skinner,
crass sophistication?
''irginia-ships Robie, Kingsbury,
of the new members. Nancy Locke Florida.
Gloria Young, Betty Winton, Baritaples, Winther, Fender, Lager- Comedy," What a Life'* was elected vice-president, and
In pai*t — aiiQ a much publicized
A leader of forces for social welbara
Northen,
Alden Manchester,
Nulty, Phillips, Schoenaman, Opens Tomorrow
Night | Barbara Northen was elected secre- fare for over a quarter of a century, part — yes. We have our drifters,
Paul Haley, Dean Waddell, John
V^eidner, Shaw, Stone and two
tary-treasurer.
By Bob Bums
Mr, Kingsbury has actively partici- and our mockers, and our gropers
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)
Imiths. Only the fact that they
The Society, Upper Division pated in numerous municipal, state, in darkness. Perhaps we have a
Striking the painterly note with
The Rollins Student Flayers will
guests of honor saved the two present as their final play of the scholastic honor group, initiated national and international health higher percentage of them than large canvasses, bold color and
titerlopers.
year, "What A Life!" May 30 and eleven new members in the Francis and social welfare movements. He other schools. Yes, we have our broad brughwork, the senior show
I the Annie Russell Theatre at Chapel just before the meeting a t has served as Commissioner of Pub- drifters, but we have our tall white- of Carl Good and Marcia Stoddard
We're not superstitious, but thei'e 8:15 P. M. Seniors appearing for which the elections were held. The lic Charities of the City of New winged clipped ships as well, tug- opened at the Studio, Monday eveinitiates are Norine Farr, Nan- York, as general director of the iging at their hawsers, and eager to ning. Portraiture dominates, for
something mighty funny going the last time on the Annie Russell
around here. Ray Stannard
be away. We have men and women both painting and sculpture center
; are: Virginia Kingsbury, Bob cy Locke, Minter Westfall, Dorothy New York Association for Imp:
on this campus who work hard, and on the human head and figure.
laker, noted biographer came down Carter, Barbara Babb, Margery Hugli, Jack Buckwalter, Mimi ing the Condition of the Poor, ai
Winter Park for the winter Chindahl, Frances Perrottet, Peggy Graves, Barbara Northen, Carolyn officer of the New York State like it. They use Rollins and they
Carl especially is an able pracus themselves to the fullest. You titioner of rich and solid flesh
lonth along with Mrs. Baker, and Whitely, Dolly Winther, Bob John- Sandlin, Gay Davis, and Betty Win- Charities Aid Association, 1
abroad as assistant general director will find them in the Conservatory, painting. Better than many a promted the home of Mrs. Jessie B.
n, Mary Gore, Jean Densmore, ton.
and you will find them in the sci- fessional she understands the play
ittenhouse, equally noted poetess.
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 6)
id Betty Winton.
President Holt's address "The Isence department. It is of the men of light over colored textures, and
wo weeks ago, Mr. Baker received
Working backstage on the pro- Weinberg A. A, U, P. Head
sue of Life and Death" delivered
of science in particular that I in spite of a tendency towards
Pulitzer Prize award for his duction directed by Howard Bailey
Sunday morning in Knowles Mewould
write
today.
strong dyed effects in backgrounds, morial Chapel set forth once more
ustive "Life of Wilson," and will be Morrison Casparis as stage
Professor Riley Weinberg was
ist the other day Mrs. Scollard manager. Stanhope Casparis on elected President of the Rollins
People who go into science know exhibits in most of her work re- the problem of war as it concerns
ved the National Poetry Cen- lighting, Priscilla Parker, Eugenie chapter of the American Associawhat they are doing. It's too ar- straint and technical discipline
the United States. He surveyed the
gold plaque and Medal of Hon- Van de Water, and Arline Kaye as tion of University Professors at a
duous a game to drift into aimlessThis painterly naturalism is
whole complicated situation, stressly. Long, leaden nights in bleak mainstay of her five portraits, ing the need of strengthened dethe outstanding national poet assistant stage managers, and Dick meeting held here last week. He
laboratories, endless new theories with one exception. There is some fenses to meet any contingency.
10 year for her recently pub- Verigan assisted by Rita Costello succeeds Professor Willard Wattles,
and refinements Of old ones, end- fresh, brilliant pattern in the por- Whether such preparedness should
i work, "The Moving Tide." and Florence Laacombe on proper- who has held the post for the past
n years. Miss Beatrice Shor
less problems, endless failures of trait of Vicky Morgan. Plenty of be used for other than defense
nyone care to rent the place dur- ties. Betty Berdahl will be ward- I
re-elected secretary.
robe mistress.
ig the summer?
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4)
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 5)
measures was the problem the
G r o u p of F o u r R o l l i n s A l u m s
whole population must decide, said
to
Discuss
Employment
Dr. Holt.
We thought it might be interestProblems With Students
As basis for thoughtful considig to y'all to know just what our
eration, he reminded the audience
iniors are going to do after next
of the situation at the end of the
By Clementine HaU
londay. Dean Enyart supplied the
conflict, if we did not enter. Should
New York Alumni Club
ipe on the boys and Smokey SholWe all have to work. So, to make (Further letters of Lola LaRue to I walk bay, and Joe Justice who Germany win, her "lust for mateent around and raked up the
An attitude of dignified friendl sinister note will be added to these
Miss Rubye Delle)
personally helped me with my rialism" might conceivably enit a little easier for the Rollins newiris' angle. We couldn't get all of ness with an underlying threat of events by the fact that the C
By Jess Gregg
southurn aksent and 111 be glad to croach upon our liberty rights. If
liem, but we did a fair job of short- strict severity will greet the incom^ mittee will be clad in black robes comer to New York City, the New
see Carline Sandlin go, becaus shes the Allies win, the United States
otice coverage: Louis Bills is still ing freshman class next fall. Dur and hoods. These ominous figures York Alumni Club has set up an Dear Rubye,
It is getting to be the end of got a bigger dimond ring than I may be invited to the peace conferiiinking of heading for South ing the first of the r a t session they seated in the shadows beyond thi Alumni Advisory Committee which
TOerica; Paul Bouton will coach in will receive a careful explanation of range of the spotlight pouring down will be at the service of all Rollins school and we stewdents have so have, and besides reely big dimonds ence, but it is a safe inference that
ndo; Jimmy Coates is going in- the benefits to themselves from on the unhappy culprit before them, alumni and students in this area. many bills we are having to borrow are vulger, and I'll miss Sue Terry we would not be universally welcomed.
i» business for himself, Walt Dand- wearing rat-caps and name-tags for should be sufficient to strike terror This committee of four members— money to stay within our means. becaus all her pretty sweaters jest
No nation yet tried loving its eneier and Red Rae will be graduate it will be pointed out that these are into the heart of even the most au- Marita Stueve, Clementine Hall, Mr. Fawcett wrote that I wood have fitted me, and Jane Russell is coming back and Morry Casparagus mies as a policy of international
to
cut
down
on
expences,
so
this
dacious
Rat.
Robert
Stephens,
and
Robert
Black,
tudents at Cal Tech and Wiscon not just a form of hazing but an imr I have made a revolution says that means another year of conduct, he continued. Individuals
The new Rat Committee, com- will work in close cooperation with
in U.; Bill Daugherty will play portant factor in helping the newcompetishun for the Winterpark such as Jesus and Socrates have,
the entire Club to render "first aid" to do without books.
Vermont this summer, look comer get acquainted with his fel- posed of Jeff Kennedy, Chairman,
to the uninitiated, and to give the
and have died for their pains. If,
My dear, Commensement is com- Fire alarm.
coaching job next fall. Wen- low students in the fastest manner Toy Skinner, Mel Clanton, Don RidMy dear, last nite I went to see Dr. Holt continued, we choose that
g, witch means that school is out
dle, and Shirley Bassett, desire the collective advice of already estabivis will continue to scoop 'em possible.
lished alumni to all those others
id the senyers get their diploma- the Too Nobul Kinsmen by Mr. way, we must be prepared to take
upperclassmen
to
cooperate
wholei*f the Christian Science Monitor;
either just out of college, or who
ts. I asked Boid Franse why they Willyum-Shakespir who is a talent- the same risk.
IW Edwards is entering theologi- An innovation on the part of the heartedly with their policy of help- have not yet found their medium
call the conclewshun of school Com- ed writer who rote trajedys and
ful friendliness toward COOPERAWhichever course we choose, the
^ school, Mat Ely will join his new Rat Committee will be a seatof economic expression.
unt, and he sed becaus for comedys of errers and this was one defense program comes first, in Dr.
TIVE
freshmen,
and
of
unmitigated
^> Irv Felder is already in busi- ing plan which will greatly shorten
a lot of peeple it is the beginning of them. My dear, poetry is de- Holt's opinion, but it is not to be
severity toward the transgressors.
Taking
as
a
basis
the
Rollins
the
time
used
(and
from
the
viewess for himself, Hil Hagnauer, Bob
vine even if you cant understand it, forgotten that more than physical
An all-important point regarding College Conference Plan, on which of the end.
fhnson, may go in with their fath- point of the upper classmen, wastthis cooperation of the upperclass- Rollins students "were raised," the
I am begining to reelize that and Mr. Steal stays it is full of he- preparedness is necessary to work
K Buck Johnson is headed for the ed) taking attendance a t the r a t men is the immediate delivery of
en will miss Lewis Bills and roic couplets, and sertainly those out a statesmanlike organization
committee will sit down-round-table ___
iurance business in Atlanta, meetings. Under the new system, all Buttons taken together with a
two nobul kinsmen were as heroic for peace which must be our aim if
fash:
with the applicant, discuss {Windy Davis whispering that
*iile Al Swan is going in for the the freshmen will be assigned cer- report of the offense committed, to
the first girl they have ever told a couplet as you could hope to find. there is to be an end of these everth him his problems, his desires,
line in Miami. Joe Justice tain specified seats which they will the Rat Committee. There must be
Mary Markham played a girl called recurring wars.
that
to,
since
us
wimen
never
miss
3 aptitudes, and even his dislikes
111 play ball here in Sanford this occupy at every r a t meeting, and no free-lance hazing, especially of
In the final analysis the decision
and failures. This group has the the water till the well runs dry, Hippy, witch is only naturel, and all
"nmer, look for a permanent job those present will be checked a row the FRESHMAN GIRLS by upperthis country still rests with the
composite experience of the entire and I will miss Dottie Bren, be- the men wore tights and shoodnt,
the fall. Ely the Haimowitz will at a time, instead of individually as class boys, as these and similar acdividual and whether there is anyClub upon which to draw for its caus her boy friends are the only becaus very few men have trooly
•ntinue his piano studies, Bob Mc- has been the practice in the past.
tions will prove exceedingly detri- precedents. And it has the enthu- ones that reely understand me, they dramatic legs since tights dont show thing worth dying for. By that des going to Med school, Don
Also during this period there
and friendly spirit of every say, and I dont no what Pll do with- off their calves and forceps very cision he must defend his country
ntal to the success of not only
Silvie's with I.B.M., Robin Rae
11 be a t least two official
alumnus in New York City who is out Don Ogulbie who always whis- well, becaus I mean Vickie Morgan and hasten world order by force or
f^bably to dramatic school and Rat Courts, held in the Annie Rus- the present Rat Committee but to
sels so polit and apreshiative when
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
other means as he sees fit.
(Continued
on Page 3, Col. 3)
Ratting as an institution.
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
sell Theatre, and a novel, not to say

J. A. Kingsbury
Commencement
Day Speaker

Seventeen States Are
Represented by Grads

Notice

Men of Science
Refiite Rollins
Play-BoyStigma

Key Society Elects
Buckwalter, Locke,
Northen Officers

Stoddard-Good
Senior Art Show
Draws Approval

Holt Discusses War
SituationatSunday
MorningMeditation

N. Y. Alumni Club
Forms Committee
To Aid Job-Seekers

Attitude of Firmness and Friendliness Toward
Incoming Freshmen Rat Committee's Policy

Lola Realizes She'll Miss the Seniors; Tells
Of Improvements Rollins Can Makes in a Girl

ROLLINS

MARCHING MERCHANTS
THE DANSE MACABRE
this proposed dance, which its misguided supporters apparently overlook, is the fact that the music was
to have been supplied by a "juke
organ". If anyone doesn't believe
this, they can consult the records
for themselves. Now while some
might claim that "juke organs"
weren't bad in themselves, no one
would deny that they lead to all
sorts of undesirable informality.
There is something rather sobering
about the grim contortions of an orchestra which is entirely lacking in
the impersonal "juke". Once the
atmosphere of frivolous informality is established, one thing leads to
another, and before you know it
A dance and swim at the same people are smoking and chatting
place is never comm il faut.
in a manner unworthy of the high
The Heather Merchants are usu- social standards of the Rollins famally scrupulously fair in presenting ily.
both sides of controversial questions, but in view of the above
After all we must remember that
statement this is hardly a contro- students come to Rollins to work
versial question. The insubordinate and that if they become too friendly
students are obviously motivated and intimate with each other their
solely by their own selfish love of a work is bound to suffer. This tengood time, and hence their argu- dency, if encouraged, might easily
ments will be ruled out as being un- lead to students meeting each other
presentable.
ori the sly even when there were
The Social Committee's array of no regularly scheduled entertainarguments in support of suppress- ments.
Athough it has never been the
policy of the I.A.H.M. (International Army of Heather Merchants) to
interfere in anything, an issue has
arisen of such grave significance as
to compel us to make public our
convictions. We support almost to
a man the Social Committee's prohibition of the S.P.O. dance and
swim and condemn almost to a man
the tumultuous surge of student indignation over this prohibition. Seldom in the history of Rollins College has the student body demonstrated such unbridled lack of decency and disrespect of authority
as has been shown in this case.

Tomokan Overdue,
Davis Tells Why;
Year Book Apes Life
Extra Pictures Given as One
Reason For Delay; Editor
Extends Thanks to Staff
Since there has been so much rumore about the 1940 Tomokan Editor Wendy Davis was finally approached and asked for some printable facts about this mysterious
edition.
He tells us that the Tomokan
may be out a few days before graduation if everything goes well with
the publisher. However, Mr. Davis
cannot promise anything and will
not make any definite statement
concerning the arrival of this elusive book.
The Tomokan this year has followed the style of Life magazine.
Everyone who did any writing for
it, studied the type of writing in
Life. From the cover all the way
through, the Year Book has kept its
pages up to the model.
The 150 extra pictures were one
of the reasons for the late edition
and will be the greatest addition.
Also, the Annual is more complete
since it brings out more of the
Spring term news than in previous
years.
The editor asked this opportunity ' to thank the members of his
staff:
"At this time I would like to express my sincere appreciation to
the individual members of my staff
for their hard work and cooperation toward making this issue a
ality."
The assistant editors were, Jess
Gregg and Dudley Darling; Sports,
Clyde Jones; Fraternity, Sue Terry; Art, Bob McFall; Photographers, Stanhope and Morrison Casparis, with Jim Hoover as assistant; Editorial assistants, Caroline
Sandlin, Peggy Hudgings, Jane Miller and Glad Evoy.

To illustrate our point we cite
ing the S.P.O. dance are, on the
other hand very imposing. They the story of Herbert Boggletree, a
second cousin of one of the most
1. Some Roiiins students might highly respected of the Heather
not want to dance in bathing suits Merchants. Herbert was a good
or swim in evening clothes, but steady boy, who spent all his time
might feel that they were expected perusing the writings of the Saints,
in preparation for a ministerial carto, causing embarrassment.
2. If some of the students went eers. One fine spring evening some
in swimming the chaperones could unscrupulous pranksters duped him
not very well follow them into the into attending a dance by assuring
water, and hence could not keep him that it was a revival meeting.
their eyes on each of the students Once at the dance Herbert was unwilling to leave for fear that peoall the time.
ple would think that he was not a
3. What if some of the townsgood scout, so he remained.
people, who sell Rollins things,
The music was supplied by a
should hear that a college dance
and swim had been held at the so- "juke," and consequently a highly
infectious spirit of hilarious goodlarium ? What then ?
4. Such an affair would prob- well pervaded the dance. This madness went to Herbert's head, and he
at)ly be somewhat informal!
Any person in his right mind was induced to forego his meditawhen presented with these argu- tions and meet several people.
ments would immediately agree From that time on his studies dewith the Committee's ban of the clined, and he finally gave them up
dance. Unless we are willing to be- altogether and became a "juke orlieve the whole student body de- gan" salesman. Thus another man
mented, we can only condemn this of God was lost to the world.
indignation as a result of ignorThe Heather Merchants have alance. Such the tragedy of refusways taken a very liberal stand as
ing to face facts! We can but reSIGMA NUSETTS
peat t h a t this is not just a dance— regards dances. They were among
By Bob Ruse
not just a swim, but a swim and the first to advocate boys and girls
In a few days, the members of
dancing together whether they were Sigma Nu will be saying farewell to
place is never comma il faut.
A particularly sinister aspect of married or not.
two of its most prominent boys.
Jim "Scoot" Coates, and Hil Hagiv have completed their education at Rollins, and are now ready
for the cold, hard business world.
Jim Coates transferred to Rollins
SPECIAL FOR MAY IS
1937,
coming from Michigan
BLACK RASPBERRY ICE CREAM
State. Since that time he has been
very active both in college functions
and fraternity life. During the
years 38-39, Jimmie filled the role
commander of this chapter, and
it was through his efforts that the
fraternity got its start after it was
founded here. "Sooot" has many
friends at the house, and we shall
I miss him very much next year.
Hilbert Hagnauer will graduate
this year, after having been at Rollins for three years. Hil transferred from Stanford at the same
time as Jim Coates, and they were
roommates during their entire time
BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
at Rollins. Hil followed Jimmie
the commandership during the
Campus Agents
years 39-40, and he is the last of
the charter members to graduate.

SANDSPUR

Men of Science
(Continued from page 1)
experiments and new beginnings—
these are not lures for the aimless.
Two of our seniors this year are
particularly typical of science a t its
best. They are Walter Dandliker
and John Rae.
Walter has made an amazing record at Rollins, probably one of the
best that's ever been made here. In
1938 he did some original research
on his own initiative into the relation of vitamin B, to the germination of pollen. When he published
his results in "Science", they attracted such notice in the scientific
world that he still gets letters from
different parts of the U. S., as well
as from romantic distances such as
Japan and Switzerland, asking for
particulars. This spring Walter
has been offered research fellowships a t Harvard, Illinois, Chicago,
California Institute of Technology,
Rutgers, Wisconsin, Washington
University, Johns Hopkins, and the
University of California at Los
Angeles. This is the more remarkable in view of the fact that it is
very unusual for graduates of small
colleges to be offered fellowships at
the big universities. In this respect the science department at
Rollins has been deservedly fortunate in having placed graduates in
many of the bigger scientific
schools in the country. Walter decided on Cal. Tech., and in tends
to specialize in bio-chemistry as
applied to human physiology, a
field of tremendous practical as
well as theoretical scope. The problems of allergies, many of the problems of disease and disease resistance, problems of growth, of hormone action, and of enzyme action,
all come under this field of research.
When asked why he went into
science, Walter replied that the
gratification of his personal curiosity motivated him to a large extent, but that more than that, he
had a strong desire to create something of permanent value to mankind. If this sounds sophomoric to
any of you, remember that some of

the proudest names in history are
open to the same charge.
John Rae also has a fine record
at Rollins. For the past year he
has been doine some original research on the secptroscopic determination of sugars. His results
have attracted no little attention, in
fact he was offered a fat fellowship
at Florida on the basis of them
alone. In addition he has been
offered fellowships at the University of Wisconsin, Northwestern University, the University of
Pittsburgh, the University of Illinois. He chose the University of
Wisconsin, where he will specialize
in organic chemistry with possible
emphasis on plastics. Research on
plastics would be consistent with
John's belief that the practical applications of scientific theories
should keep pace with the development of the theories themselves.
John's reasons for selecting a
scientific career are slightly more
personal than Walter's. He believes that his own individual capacities fit him more for science
than for any other field of endeavor. This being the case he feels
that by going into science he can
use his faculties to better advantage both in achieving happiness
for himself and in contributing to
the progress of the race.
Both Rae and Dandliker have
given to Rollins as much as Rollins
has given to them. How much, you
can deduce from the foregoing eulogies. They are good examples of
the reciprocal relationship between
society and the individual — society
enhances the powers of the individal, and these enhanced powers
in their turn enhance the powers of
society. Rollins is the better for
such students.

Theta Alph Phi Elects
Florida Gamma of Theta Alpha
Phi, national dramatic honor society, held a banquet at the Colonial
Orange Court Hotel in Orlando on
Sunday night. May 26, to elect officers for next year. The results are:
John H. Buckwalter, III, PresidentVice-President and Dudley Darling,
Secretary-Treasurer.
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Seniors to Eat, if Nothing
Else, During This Last Week
of

one-two-three-and-we're

fin-

Faculty and Alumni to Play ished!
Hosts to Class of 1940 at The food will be cooked over fires,
Picnic and Breakfast
and Dr. Wilbur Jennings is to be
"Eat, drink and be merry for tomorrow we graduate" appears to
be the theme of the week. Anyway, the latest item on the apparently inexhaustible list of facultysenior iget-togethers is largely concerned with food, which should
make certain rotund profs and
graduates-to-be happy. We're talking about the senior-faculty picnic,
which is probably occurring right
this very minute on the shores of
Lake Virginia.
The first event of the afternoon
—designed to break the ice, in case
there are any professors and seniors who haven't met at this late
date—was the faculty-senior diamond ball game. The Sigma Nus
took on the faculty men, while a
team of senior women played the
feminine professors. Following this,
the picnickers are adjourning to
Rec Hall for an informal feast of
potato chips, sandwiches and all
the culinary delights for which picnics are celebrated. As though
this were not enough to hold everyone for a while, there is also to be
a program of sorts, concocted by
the official Rollins m.c. — Rhea
Smith.
One of the few traditions left at
Rollins, the Alumni-Senior breakfast, will provide frippery and fun,
not to mention food for about 40 or
50 alums and all the seniors who
can get up at 7:00 a. m. on Monday morning, June 3.
The Alumni Association of Rollins are hosts every year to the
graduating class at the Family
Tree (another tradition) on Genius
Drive, and this year is no exception. A program, with Mrs. George
Holt in charge, will be staged for
the amusement and amazement of
the crowd. We are cautioned to say
that there will be no long speeches,
no dry parting remarks, just a lot

in charge of the gourmet's section of the affair. Fred Ward and
Fleet Peeples (another Rollins tradition) will step back into their
roles as chefs superior, and will
make the food worth eating even if
it is early in the morning.
The breakfast will be over at
9:30 so that the seniors can rush
back to take part in an academic
procession, that should be the culmination of all things collegiate for
them.

Gregg Gets
Mention in

Honorable
Contest

Jess Gregg, junior, has received
one of the few honorable mention
awards for his story "Vinegar Bottle" entered in the Seventh National College Short Story Contest
conducted by Story Magazine.
The contest was open to all students of colleges and universities in
the United States, with submitted
stories representing the best selection of student work during the
current year.
A student of Edwin Granberry,
Gregg has distinguished himseli
throughout the year in campus literary and dramatic activities. His
one-act play, "Mutiny in th<
Wings," was produced last month
and several of his short stories havi
been published in the "Flamingo,'
undergraduate literary magazint
of which he has recently been elec
ted editor-in-chief for the cominj
year.

John Willis should not be left ou'
here as it has been largely due t(
his excellent organizing, refereeing and management that the intramural athletics have been such s
success.

News from Our Campus Correspondents

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

L & L FREIGHT LINES INC.
for fast and dependable truck service to
any point in the U. S. Trunks and personal effects gladly sent collect.
PHONE 8717 ORLANDO
FOR PROMPT PICK-UP SERVICE

ALL CLOTHES REDUCED NOW!

|

•

Bandana Play Suits. Navy, blue, M
white, and red. Just the thing for M
hot weather.
^

•

New shipment of EUen Kay
dresses at

M
M

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP |
Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

ORLANDO

=

P I PHI NEWS
By Gracia Tuttle
L'Amour Section — Polly Chambers was married to Fred Anderson,
of Gloucester, Mass. He is a lawyer. We hear that Mary Dudly is
to be married June 25th, too. Our
Lola Johnson will become Mrs.
Robert Pick just nine days after
graduation. The newlyweds will
travel thru Canada on their honeyn and will make their permanent residence in. West Bend, Wis;in. Anne Anthony last week
confirmed publicly what we all
knew privately when she announced
her engagement to Wendy Davis;
the date for the wedding, Jan. 7th,
1941!
Place: Knowles Chapel. Betty Estes' wedding is set for Saturday June 22nd. She will marry
John H. Brice, of Lake Wales and

sen will continue to powder the clay
pigeons — Babbs is going to build
a log cabin at Boothbay Harbor,
Me.; Kay McDonough is going to
float around generally •— Betty
Knowlton will attend the Pi Phi
convention in California —
So another year comes to a close;
we had our last party for the seniors at the house Monday night —
the grads received gifts. Alice
Newcomer, our braintruster, received the scholarship ring. Well,
we've had a fine year, even if we
did lose all our volleyball games
and can't sing so well! Goodbye —
see you in September!
CHI O CAPERS
By Bow
The end of the year and we have
lots to look back upon. Let me see,
there was the tea for our alumnae
in November; Watt's new green
convertible; the fashion show at the
Country Club with Betty Ann Hubbard looking like a page out of
"Gone With the Wind"; Sherry's
KA sweetheart pin plus Lynn's ditto in the form of a Theta Kappa
Nusee; the Leap-year dance at
Dubsdread (belated posies to messieurs Gregg, Hart and Haley for
their assistance); the beach party
in April; Jo Caruso's jaunt up to
Taps at Clemson; and a grand finale featuring the pledging of Velva
Saatkamp and Charlotte Chapman;
the annual Senior Banquet, and a
tea for Miss Buell, whom we'll miss
terribly next year.

Perhaps now is the proper time
for an epitaph to our departing
seniors. Your author, at a loss for
words, and knowing the solemness of the occasion bows her head
for two seconds and reverently
murmurs "So long, mob!"
Paid Advertisement: Would the
person or persons who ransacked
Ann Kruse's trunk last Tuesday
eve please relieve her 'piece of
mind' and seek out Webster. It is
spelled 'trophies' not 'trophyies'.
CHASE HALL CHATTER
II make her new home there.
By Adrian Langford
Elizabeth Kennedy and Hal Brady
haven't set a definite time for their
Being the last issue of the Sandfinal leap. (If this keeps on we'll spur for this school year and knowall be broke from buying wedding ing full well that there will be no
presents.)
opportunity for reprisals, I am takimmer Activities Section—Nan- ing the liberty of the press to say
cy Johnson is going to Arizona for what I please . . . How much of it
her sister's commencement; "Wor- will reach print (Kelly being what
my" Hermann is going to stick he is) is a matter of conjecture.
around Chicago this summer. Won- Anyhow, the Editor of the Sandder why? Prexy Locke is going spur takes full responsibility and
to putter around with the culinary liability for what follows; for does
arts this summer; Tony Jenkins he not have the privilege of extractwill head for New York and Dave ing that which he considers indelibefore going on to summer war cate?
work in Canada. Dead-Eye LaurThings that we like —

Cerra and the way he tells you
all — about Cerra.
Yard and the way he leaves a
sentence hanging in the air.
Liberman and his manicures a t
Andres.
Nixon and his Fairchild who
awakes Chase with "Oh, Al!"
Kemp and his conquests of society — at home.
Waite and brother snakes.
Weinberg and his absence from
Chase.
Estes and his bridge-playing in
the raw (and we do mean raw).
Hoar and his Esquire clothes —
Issue 1919.
Royall and his Brenda Frazier
complex.
Gundelach
! WOW.
Wakefield and his charming manners a t the table.
Harris and his extra charming
manners at the table.
Goldblatt and his cheery smirk.
Barber, brother, sister, mother,
father confessor of HIS football
team.
Wesson, who belatedly appears
on the scene with a moustache.
Shriner, he can win any argument. But he lost the one with the
electric fan.
Langford who is beyond a doubt
a bull-shooter.
Fast and his eating, sleeping,
drinking, talking, bridge and in fact
all of his small habits.
The Things that we REALLY
like . . . .
Jim Edwards and Bob Carter for
the way they have quietly gone thru
the year, doing their work and always being willing to lend a helping hand to anyone, even Phinney.
. . . It's been a pleasure for all of
Chase Hall to have you two with us
this year, fellows.
Papa Moos and his beautiful
handling of his many naughty children.
Warren Titus and his quiet efficiency on all matters.
Arnold and Lingerfelt, both of
whom are actually gentlemen.
Clanton, who, altho he is assistant proctor of Chase, has always
given the impression of being one
of the boys.
Pop, the night watchman, and his
many tall tales.
Powell and his inhuman conduct.
Phinney, who is really a better
guy than he might seem.
All seniors . . . . Some of whom
we like and want to congratulate
for the college careers. Others
whom we dislikf and are happy to
see leave . . .
Well, that's all for this year.
We've enjoyed every minute of it

and are looking forward to the next
one when we hope to see many of
the old faces back and no doubt
some new ones.
No more bridge, no more bottles,
no more Boleros, no more drunks,
no more loud voices, no more beer,
no more cigs being bummed; no
more shall we hear the happy voice
of the little black delivery boy from
the local drugstores, no more nothnothing . . . Nothing . . . Nothing
left . . . . Only Rosa to clean up the
mess that we leave behind . . . And
who will welcome us back when we
return.
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
By Bob Matthews
The Campus Sing is over; we
won, thank God, and the judges too.
We really practiced and spent lots
of time but our efforts would have
been futile if it wasn't for the excellent help tvom Sylvia Haimowitz, "The Queen of the Keys".
After the event was over a few of
us, about twenty, went on a mild
tear; some wild oats were sown and
to climax it all Pres Wetherell
downed a pink lemonade.
Next Wednesday night we get
together with the Kappa Flappas
to sing over station WDBO. Listen
in all you music lovers and enjoy a
real treat.
So long till next year, fans — be
sure and return!
THETA TIDBITS
By P a t Guillow
The end of the College year is
approaching at a gallop and the
nearer summer vacation gets, the
more anxious we are to go on our
weary way, homeward bound. Although everyone is saddened by the
fact that she has to leave her bosom
chums for a few months, she is also
happy in that she can relax for a
full four months with nary a care
in the world.
During the last week of June and
the first of July, there is the Theta
Convention at Mackinac Island,
Michigan. I t may interest you to
know that those representing the
Rollins chapter are Ellen, Peggy,
Fran and Kim. After the Convention, these girls plan to spend
the remainder of their summer
romping through the Eastern part
of the country (with an emphasis
on the New York World's Fair).
As for the rest of us: Jane will
make an extended trip by boat to
California; June will spend most of
her time in New York City goin'
places and doin' things; Marcia is
going to look for a job but in her
spare tirae will be found sailing to
her heart's delight; Carl and Con-'

nie plan to spend the greater pari
of their summer in Washington
Polly and Sis will be busy play^
ing tennis and riding in the beau^
tiful countryside of Pennsylvania;
Janet hopes to be at Children's
Island (off Marblehead, Mass.) doing Social Service work for th«
month of August; Vicky will b<
around Clearwater preparing: to hi
a school teacher; and Nancy, Ann
Rip, and Pat plan to spend the sum
mer months in New York, Connecti
cut, Michigan, and Massachusetts
respectively.
The deepest regret that we hold i
that we are losing our four belovei
Seniors. Theta won't seem th
same next year without their guid
ing influence. We hope that the;
will return for a visit sometimduring the coming year.
And so — until next Fall — w
bid you all farewell and wish yo
the happiest of summers.
GAMMA PHI PHUN
By Rachel Harris
Thursday morning somethin]
happened to Bert Schlegel. Wed
nesday night she advocated a vol
leyball practice at seven o'clock oi
the following morning. Protest
were heard but Bertie insistec
However, came Thursday momini
and she refused to arise. Afte
our volleyball practice the Stroni
HaU Strong-arms, consisting o
sisters Rand, Whiteley, Ritten
house, Harris, Stevens, Lewis, Win
ton and Densmore took her in ham
and heaved her in the lake, much tt
Cloverleaf's glee, Bert's chagrin
and our muscles' damage.
We gave a coffee for Miss Buel
Thursday night and some of u
made it a perfect evening by at
tending Ely Haimowitz's recita
afterward.
Friday must be our unlucky daj
We lost a hard-fought voUeybai
game to the Independents, and th
Kappas nosed us out in the sin;
that night.
Saturday Rachel fenced in a no^
ice fencing match and won thir
place. Rita and Rachel went to th
K. A. week-end at the beach. Flor
Harris and Jane Balch went on
trip down the Wekiwa River wit
Alma Van der veldt, Alice New
comer and Fleet. The highlights o
the trip were the slightly dam
journey down and the konking-or
of a motor which has been in us
for all 190 trips to Shell Islan
made by college students. Tha
Puzzle Island game is just an ac >
vanced version of that Snipe Hui
scheme they worked on us in »youth.
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Anthropologist Types Seniors
Take a look one of these days beThen there is the Hagnauer, flyfore your opportunity passes you ing hairline, with the fatherly nose
up. Not that there isn't the same
id the thirsty mouth.
thing every year, but it's a long
This wasn't the title of our article
time till June, and history never a t all when we sat down to type.
quite repeats itself.
Nothing could be much further
Maybe you don't get the right from the subject. But we found
drift. What we mean is the various it didn't inspire or suffice so we
and sundry types of physical bul- took matters into our own hands.
letin boards that these select hu- In passing let us say that there is
nothing so intriguing, altho not
mans carry about for faces.
Take, for example, the Terry senior, as the Kelly type, with its
type. It follows the upward, spring deadline ears, headline eyes, and
trend, with a slightly questioning lips that are constantly in arguattitude to it, and very often it ment one another.
squeaks and whistles. It also shines
ED. NOTE: We can't decide
in class. Along the same lines we whether this is a dirty crack or not!
have the Stoddard surprise angle,
To finish up this wee pussiowith tent-flap eyebrows and the graphical study we present the
"you don't say" mouth. We also Densmore sort, with the sociologi,
have the Whiteley ("ha! ha! on cally unnerving eyeline, the Bos
you") general expression, with the ton nose, the "here I come Deans!'
"I doubt you" eyes, and a half- mouth, and the "housemothers, be^
blown nose.
ware!" jawline; Not to mention the
The Ely type is another interest- Johnson (Lois), "here comes anothing specimen, starting with the er amusing antidoe" expression,
cowlick and going down past the and the "I don't know what you're
"beauty-going" expression to the talking about" eyes; and finally the
activity chin; THE Morgan, with Johnson (Buck) daisy-eyed stare,
her QUEENLY brow and roving undecided nose, and social-tea smile
eyeball, and in the same vein, the with definite athletic tendencies.
Davis business man's scowl type, This type is rare and should be
toned into a "well-bridged" fore- caught in a butterfly net and prehead and a nose that drinks in news served,
i Well, that about covers it.
by the quart.

Conservatory
Students
Pass Sunday at Pelican
Sunday afternoon the Conservatory faculty and students turned
their backs on work and had a super
picnic at the Pelican. Highlights
of the day? — the wonderful swimming — the ball game on the beach
featuring Mr. Kvam and Mr.
Dougherty, and Mr. Honaas in his
blue slack suit — Dr. Holt's discussion with the students of the
present world crisis — Mrs. Magoun's worthy first-aid treatment—
Jimmy Gunn's Ford, which insisted
on two blowouts on the return trip
and wouldn't come home till Monday morning.
Everyone was so starved by six
o'clock that we could hardly get
a song from the hungry people
around the table — Miss Moore,
Dick Yard, Luverne Phillips, Alvin
Goldblatt, Betty Yokel, Pres Wetherell, Lois Weidner, Sylvia Haimowitz, Sally and Marcelle Hammond, Cynthia Eastwood, Mrs. Magoun, Miss Ritch, Dr. Holt, Mr.
Honaas, Mr. and Mrs. Dougherty,
Mr. and Mrs. Kvam, Helen Willey,
Mary Elizabeth Upchurch, Alyce
Jane Stuckie, Doris Hogan, Alice
Bane
Shearouse, Jimmy Gunn,
Johnny Powell, and Daphne Takach.

Phi Beta Holds Tea
Members and pledges of Phi Beta
honorary music and dramatic fraternity held a tea Saturday May
25th for alumnae and patronesses
at the Kappa Kappa Gamma Lodge.
Marian Russ, president of the
organization, was among the host-

Lola Realizes
(Continued from page 1)
sat next to me and sed she didn't
know how Gess Greg managed to
walk around on those toothpicks of
and Jack Harris sed Oh are
those his legs? I thot they were
pieces of thred hanging down from
his costoom.
Darling I am jest back from the
Pellycan witch is a beech ohme and
I am so son-burned I look jest like
I am blushing which Don Murfy
says is implawsible, which is jest
like Don always saying something
sweet to a girl. My dear the beech
is wonderful! becaus it is so quiet
and peeceefull and one can commute
with nature and the sky and the seegulls, and my dear I am irresistible
to Flees becaus I am so covered
with Flee bites that Sherry says I
look like a brail book, witch is jest
another indikation that my education and bookloming is obvious on
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Final Issue of Flamingo Due Rollins Claims
Soon; Prize Stories Featured 1940 CoUegiate
Honors Day Assembly
(Continued from page 1)

New Edition is First Publislied Under Gregg's Leadership; Granberry Lauded

Baseball Title

Tar Diamond Men Slap Down
Louis B. Bills, Geneva; Paul Bouton, Jr., and Alfred W. Swan, LakeMiami University Again to
On June 1, the last issue of the
land; Margery E. Chindahl, Mait- Flamingo for the year 1939-1940
Run Season's Wins to Seven
land; William B. Daugherty, Wild- will be out . . . the first under the
wood; Alice E. Elliott, Melbourne; new editor, Jess Gregg. It closes
Winding up a successful season
Joseph D. Johnson, Haines City; the year with eight prize-winning with a 15-5 thumping administered
Elizabeth A. Kruse, Panama City; selections having been published to the hapless Miami Hurricanes
Edward C. Levy, Miami; Victoria within its covers; and showing that here recently, Jack McDowall's RolMorgan, Clearwater; Lois Sue Ter- the resources of Rollins talent have lins Tar baseball team laid claim
ry, Tampa.
been by no means drained, it in- to the state intercollegiate chamAlso, Barbara Babb, Wellesley cludes in this last issue stories and pionship, with seven wins against
Hills, Mass.; Harriet F. Brown, poems by some new writers.
three losses for the season.
New Haven, Conn.; Robert A, CarThe Flamingo has become a valThe Blue and Gold diamond agter, III, Stamford, Conn.; Dorothy uable and popular addition to the gregation trounced Miami in every
A. Ciccarelli and Kathryn M. Mc- campus activities this year, and de one of their three meetings,
Donough, Lakewood, O.; James L. spite any previous reputation it two out of three tussels with the
Coates, Constantine, Mich.; Benja- may have had of "similarity to University of Florida Gators, and
Rubye, when I think of what Rol- min A. Cooke, Plandome, N. Y.; A. Chamber of Commerce bulletins,"
split a four-game series with the
ins does for a girl! I meai
Gayner Davis, Forsyth, Ga.; Wen- no one can deny that the talent and Tampa Spartans.
to Shirly Bassut, When I came to dell A. Davis, Wollaston, Mass.; craftsmanship displayed there has
With Miami and Florida definitethis skool I was jest a uneducated, Jean Densmore, Brookline, Mass.; been more than a credit to Rollins.
ly out of the picture, only team to
unculshered brainless child that James B. Edwards, Jr., Leonia, N.
Yet the Rollins Flamingo needs disput the Tar claim would be Tamcoodnt think of anything but mink J.; Arax A. Ehramjian, Brooklyn, no outside building up or complipa, but since the Spartans did not
coates and dimond bracelets and
N. Y.; Matthew G. Ely, Jr., Pelham ments. A glance between the cov- meet the Florida Gators, they are
kids and shampain and men and Manor, N. Y.; Irving M. Felder, ers of this last copy, and it speaks
ineligible for the title honors.
other unimportant things like that, Norwich, Conn.; Carl M. Good,
own remarkable development
In addition to the ten games aland it is hard work and dilijunt Mary B. Gore, and Mary N. S. and merit. We find in the June 1st
study that has brought about this Whitley, Washington, D. C ; Char- copy, a concentration of prose and ready mentioned, McI>owairs boys
won two out of three of their outgreat change in me, and Shirley sed lotte Gregg, Los Angeles, Calif.
less poetry, the writers showing un- of-state games, trimming Newberry
What great change ? but she is so
Also, Hilbert W. Hagnauer, Jr., usual consideration of style and College's Indians in two meetings,
unculshered she woodnt know.
Clayton, Mo.; Shirley A. Hermann, technique.
and dropping a close decision to the
I mean Rubye, Joan Oke is an- Winnetka, 111.; Lois Johnson, South
True,
e of the stories show Oglethorpe Petrels,
other case jest like me. When she Orange, N. J.; Robert Johnson, Lin- weaknes;
plot
construction
or
in
Batting power explains the sue(Continued from Page 1)
came to Rolins she didn't look like coln, Me.; Joe Justice, Asheville, N. chraacterization, yet we find
of this year's Tar nine, and the
anybody and now she looks like
Joan Kellogg-Smith, Chester- of them which has not been care- fact that the Tars scored 113 runs
John Willis to Penn's Wharton
rybody. I mean when Faith and town, Md-; Elizabeth G. Kennedy, fully planned and polished. Since
twelve collegiate contests attests
School.
Maryann cut bangs, she did too. Portland, Me.; Margaret Ann Mar- it is so easy for college publications the might of the Rollins hit barShe copied Smoky Showlees kind of tin, Sioux City, la.; Donald P. Ogil- to be filled with spilled over ado- rage.
The annual Student Union Senior dresses and got sofistication from vie, Chicago, 111.; Robinhood Rae, lescent enthusiasm minus the paThree of this year's nine will play
dance wil] be held Saturday night Enid and Carl Langaster, and now North Stonington, Conn.; Mary tience for rewriting or working out
pro or semi-pro ball this summer.
at the Orlando Country Club, with her hair is even growing to be the Carolin Sandlin, Old Fort, N. C ;
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
Justice is with the professional
music by Glenn Brown. The manlight color as the other girls Marcia E. Stoddard, Woodbridge,
Sanford Seminoles at second base,
agement is installing a special she rooms with. I mean when I Conn.; Francis P. Whittaker, Aberwhile Sammy Hardman and Bill
drainage system to carry off the reelize the wonderfull change that deen, Miss.; John P. Willis, InDaugherty, who handled the mound
(Ck>ntinu€a irom page 1)
flood of good-bye tears.
ne over us wimen, I reelize dianapolis, Ind.; Virginia A. Winduties for the McDowallmen this
going to colege was worth every- ther, Waukegan, 111.; and Beatrice
design is evident in Carl's plaster year, will spend the summer playVIRGINIA KINGSBURY, BET- thing I went thru, even that date S. Winton, Hinsdale, 111.
ing with the St. Albans, Vermont,
figurines,
and
no
doubt
this
flair
with
Clark
Kemp.
Bachelor of Science: Walter B.
TY WINTON, and BARBARA
will soon emerge in her painting, team.
BABB are going to face this brave
Now I understand what they Dandliker, Robert H. McEwan, Eva
strengthening
and
enhancing
her
M.
Rinehart,
Orlando;
and
John
world in their best bib and tuckers mean by studying the Rolins Famin search of a job, jobs or (that ily way, I am injoying being edu- Rae, Jr., North Stonington, Conn technical facility.
MJarcia's work, less concerned
(Continued from Page 1)
Bachelor of Music: Ely Haimowcruel word) work. SUE TERRY is kated so much that I even thot of
with natural effects, runs to unall settled. She's already (if you breaking up with Mr. Fawcett. 1 itz, Winter Park.
canny luminous and textural feats. of relief of the American Red Cross
can imagine such a thing) got a mean I told Prexy that since Deeposition in the Public Relations dee is going to Yale next year,
Back Slap of the Week goes to Her dramatic manner treads exu- and as director of the department j
Dept. of the First Nat'l Bank of they ought to let me teech dansing Wes Davis, of course, for bearing berantly on the "thin edge of ho- of citizenship of the Educational
Tampa, Pla. JEAN DENSMORE, here becaus it isnt every day he can up admirably under such definitely kum," usually partaking of the Corps of the A.E.F.
Recently he has served as adand HARRIET BROWN are going get an instrucktress to show girls disadvantageous circumstances. Al- maudlin, tricky or occult, but it is
ys vigorous and momentous. ministrative consultant to Harry
into Social work. California bound how to dance with detachible orkids. so to Dotty Bryn, the unofficial
Marcia
is
at
her
best
in
the
light
L.
Hopkins in the W.P.A., and in a
is SHERRY the GREGG, while And when Prexy didnt anser I then Minister of Propaganda for the
BETTY HAGGERTY hopes to move sugjested that I cood be house- cause of senior exemption from mood, making novel whimsy; con- similar capacity to Aubrey Williams
in next door and go on with her mother for the Fi Delts or the Lam- classes the last week of school. And der the flowered donkeys and in the National Youth Administration.
education at the University of ma Kis who only have that noisy to Mary Ann Wilson, ex-Kappa lonkey plaque.
Mexico City. Advertising work littel man as ashrapnel, but Prexy Kappa Gamin, for advocating a
will claim MARY GORE as its own. didnt seem to faver it.
Greenwich Village summer. (That's
The teaching profession will find
And yet on the other hand, mat- where we'd like to spend ours!)
MARGE
CHINDAHL,
MARY romoney is not to be intirely direSlap Back of the Week to Jane
MARCHMAN (high school English guarded. Lowice Johnson is going
and Spanish) EVA RINEHART to be a June Bride (and then her Miller who claims she saw a life(high school math) and ALICE name will be Lowice Pick, witch size elephant with a bell wandering
ELLIOTT, graduate work, great ad- Barbra Bab says is a pun) a
around Oriando streets a recent
ditions to its growing profession. my cuzin Vyvyanne LaMarr, and a. m. (She solemnly avers it was
CARL GOOD is going to Art shes had fore husbands and I cant
school and between paintings is let her outdo me forever, and be- not pink, either!)
going to learn how to cook. M. A. sides Ive ordered my veil and bowEd. N ote: TTiis is our new spaceMARTIN and MIMI GRAVES kay and prepared my torso. I'
filler columna little incoherent, but
have no idea what to do and a kwandry my dbere. Tonite I will a great help to editors!
DAPHNE BANKS and GAY DAV- toss a coin, and heads, I come back
to Rolins next year, and tails I get
re going to set them a good (
merried.
bad) example by loafing and down
Yours till an ear of com heres a
ing "limeades." DOTTY BRYN
and ANN KRUSE must have had hat band.
QUALITY FOODS
Love and k.
hard and long four years here
LOLA
at "Rollo Collo" because they're
Phone 520
Park Ave.
home and sleep. LILLIAN
CONN'S leaving us for wild New
York where she will do graduate
(Continued from Page 1)
work. PEGGY WHITELY'S going
333 N. ORANGE AVENUE
to be a spy. Enough said. CARO- dedicating a fraction of his own
ORLANDO
LINE SANDLIN has a still better working time to the carrying out of
idea about jobs. She's going to this project.
hope, pray, AND look for one.
The Alumni Advisory Committee
FRANNY PERROTTET intends to cannot guarantee jobs; nor does it
found a school for Rollins "grads" presume to proclaim itself expert in
who have not "snatched one yet". vocational guidance. But it can
There will be Varsity knitting place the trial-by-error mode of apteams. KAY M C D O N O U G H and proach to job-getting of those RolSHIRLEY HERMAN are going to linsites who have gone before or
the business w i t h
play "hard."
Kay is going to the forum table and perhaps sav<
which we have been
grace Art School with her presence the applicant false steps and heartfavored by the stunext winter. Undecided is quiet aches. It is not an employment
ELIZABETH KENNEDY. ARAX agency, but it can recommend those
dents and faculty of
EHRAMJIAN will probably go on agencies that are reliable and useRollins during t h e
with gym work. And LOIS JOHN- ful.
year.
SON is going to marry Bob.
Finally, each alumnus is endeavoring to do a public relations job
for Rollins in his own organizati
We hope you have
If an opening should occur in
found as much pleasure
firm, and he believes "Johnny
in dealing with us as
Jones" or "Sadie Smith" of Rollins
we have in serving you.
Church St.
would be the person to fill it, h:
We shall be here in the
recommendation would have some
DAY PHONE 75
Fall with a better stock
value,
both
personally
and
a
NIGHT PHONE 319W
Rollins graduate.
and finer service than

ODDS and ENDS

Stoddard-Good

J. A. Kingsbury

SENIORS
May you graduate to
a Buick

and a happy, successful

Royal Typewriters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5115

RAY

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Te!. 400
100 Park Ave.

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP

future

Orange Buick Co.

N. Y. Alumni Club

WE
APPRECIATE

SENIORS ARE
IMPORTANT

As You
Graduate
. . . you're stepping into a
new phase of life. You've
new worlds to conquer, so
set your eyes on the goal
you wish to attain and
march toward it. There's
work to be done — and only
YOU can do it! Remember
that, always.
Our good
wshes go with you as you
move upward toward success.

Yowell-Drew's
—ORLANDO—

Anyone Is Important

ANDY'S GARAGE

ever.

BEST WISHES FOR A

THE BOOKERY

In a delightful, graceful cotton formal, chosen from the
exclusive models shown at

A pleasant vacation
to you all.

HAPPY VACATION

FRANCES SLATER
R.C. BAKER
at the comer, downtown

San Juan BIdg.

THE

College Women Prefer
...The Barbizon
College women accustomed to the
refinements ol living preler living
in The Barbizon M^ner . . . and
understandably so, Ior at The Barbizon they can continue the cultural interests, (he physical activities
they most enjoy.
No other hotel offers so much.
For relaxation . . . daily recitals
and lectures . . . music and art
shidios... a fine library. For recreation . . . swimming pool . . . gymnasium , . . sguash courts . . . sun
deck . . . terraces. When you add
lo these, convenience to schools,
important business centers, art galleries, museums and theatres, you
understand why college women
prefer living at The Barbizon.
7 0 0 rooms, each with a radio
Tariff: fiom $2.50 per day
from $12 per week
Wiilc lor descriptive booklet

L^/LeLt)arbiK

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

CAMPUS AGENTS

•
Sam Hardman
Joe Justice
Graduation

GIFTS
Sweet Girl Graduates will
love these smart dainty accessories.

White Eyelet Bags
$1.00
I Humming Bird Hose
89c up
Silk Undies
25c to 85c
Hankies
35c and 39c
Rollins Pennants
59c to $1.50
THE

R. F. Leedy
COMPANY
Dry Goodc
Ladies' Wear
Downtown
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a deliberate piece of propaganda for the purpose of scaring
us into the war.
We should keep out, not only for our own sakes, but for
the sake of Europe. Cool heads and clear thinking will be
needed for the tasks of reconstruction, which will follow the
war and for leading the warring nations into paths of sanity
and peace. If we yield to the passions of war, we will fail
again in the task of peace maker and peace builder. Let us
be neutral but not indifferent so that when the time comes
to discuss peace, our moral influence with all the powers will
count. Let us think and plan, not for war but for peace.
We must first think in terms of economic justice to all the
peoples of the world in respect to the raw materials and resources of the world. If we continue the division into "have"
and "have-not" nations we will soon all be "have-nots" because war will destroy all we have. The foundation of peace
is economic justice. We must then think and plan for world
organization along lines which President Holt has long advocated. Having a heart does not mean losing our heads.
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Elizabethan Play Financial
Success, Theatrical Flop

K,

A.^s

Beach;

Weekend

at

all Return

Alive

By Dong Bills
Jones and Gregg Score Hit in the directing in the whole evening), Well, the last of the week-ends
Burton Benefit Play; Ac but tiring to the audience and re- was held last Saturday, May 25th
CbllG6iate Di6est
straining for the actors as the scene at the Pelican. The K. A.'s and
tion Sadly Lacking
their gals began traipsin' in SatMember: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press Association
urday noon and on into the night.
By Paul Haley
"The Two Noble Kinsmen" is a
On
the arrival of the last guests,
The Elizabethan theatre came to comedy, but that doesn't excuse the
Strong Hall last night in a series of weak devices and strainge coinci- all sleeping accommodations were
National Advertising Service, Inc.
actionless poses telling a simple and dences used by the two collaborat- taken up so that the following
CoUege Pubtisben Representative
somewhat illogical story. "The ing authors, Shakespere and Fletch- morning found Eddie Waite and
4£Oh
Two Noble Kinsmen", product of er, to provide a happy ending and several others snoring peacefully
on the dining tables. Aside from
the Shakespere class under Mr. unexpected twists in the plot.
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the United States $1.50 a term (12weA3), $2.50
sandflies and bridge games, it was
Steel's direction, was presented in
for two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
Also, perhaps some of the subthe patio for the benefit of the plots, such as the gaoler's daugh- a restful night except for Jack
Entered as second class matter, November 24, 1925, at the post office at Winter Park,
Buckwalter's laughing and Bob
Richard Burton Memorial Fund. ter's infatuation with the h
Finrida. under the act of March 3. 1879.
clumping
around
Financially, it was a success; the- Theseus' incognito act, and the last Blackwood's
squitching everyone with his spray
EDITORIAL STAFF
atrically, it wasn't.
minute, just-in-time repeal of the gun. I still haven't got the fly dope
P. R. KELLY
Edil^
With all the wars and talk of wars that we're barraged
The patio, being a good replica death sentence, weren't trite
out of my hair. The KA's and their
DEJAY SHRINER
News Editor with daily, it's a real pity t h a t we can't keep all mention of
of an Elizabethan auditorium, of- 1613, but they are in 1940. Still, dates were: Mickey Harmon and
T E D PITMAN
Sforls
Editor what's going on in Europe out of this last editorial. But it
fered opportunity for the presenta- there was some good drama and Anne Kruse, John Buckwalter and
JANET JONES
Feature Editor just won't be shoved into the background, no matter how tion of Shakespere as it was origsome excellent blank verse, show^ Helen Darling, Bob Blackwood and
TOY S K I N N E R , GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts much we try to laugh it off . . . it keeps creeping into our
inally written. Perhaps Mr. Shake- ing potential talent; I'd say that Marilee Twist, Phil Blitz and GlamA L D E N MANCHESTER
Headlines lives.
spere wanted his plays to be shown
Shakespere has promise of be- our Girl Watson, Don Ogilvie and
P A U L H A L E Y , BARBARA N O R T H E N
Proof Editors
However, to be brutally frank about it, it seems safe to
i series of lantern slides with coming a great author.
NEWS R E P O R T E R S
Sherry Gregg, Louis Bills and Ann
assume that to the many thousand college seniors about to vocal accompaniments, but I know
Prank Bowes, Betty Hall, Paul Haley, Alden Manchester, Robert Mathere were latent possibilities
Clark, Doug Bills and Norine Farr,
thews, Frances Montgomery, Lynn Naught, Ruth Schoenaman, Jane Anne dive headlong into the noise and strife of the world outside, that in this century his works have
the production; the actors had good Nat Felder and Rachel Harris,
ShoUey, Hester Sturgis, Bud Waddell.
the war clouds seem to have a silver lining.
been produced with enough action
FEATURE WRITERS
You can't blame them for wanting jobs, and it's a pretty to keep the audience awake; the diction and spoke their lines well Verges Van Wickle, Bob Hart and
Jess Gregg, Peggy Hudgings, Jack Liberman, Jane Miller
d it's nice to know that we saw Aggie Chalker, Milt Chancey and
well accepted fact that the United States is in for a business performances I've seen, however,
SPORTS WRITERS
Clyde Jones, Jack Liberman
boom, due to Allied war orders and our own defense program have had professional directors, and the first production of this play ir Priscilla Parker, Buck Johnson and
ASSISTANTS
Whether the boom will be an unnatural or unhealthy thing of course that makes a difference. America; but it's a shame that bet- Nancy Locke, Alden Manchester
Shirley Bowatead. Pat Guillow, Barbara Northen, Arax Ehramjian
ter use couldn't have been made of and Shirley Smith, Bud Waddell
in the long run hardly seems to matter just a t present. And
BUSINESS STAFF
Janet Jones, as the gaoler's the ground-level stage, the two and Rita Costello, Paul Haley and
youth always lives in the present.
J O H N GIANTONIO
_
Business
Manager
Yes, there's always a silver lining, and it's an ill wind daughter, provided refreshing ac- raised stages, and the long balcony; Shirley Bowstead, Jimmy Niver and
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner t h a t blows no good. Rollins' graduating class this year will tion in her scenes, so much that we they just cried out for action.
Flossie Lacombe, Jess Gregg and
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manager go forth with better immediate prospects of landing t h a t immediately straightened the slump
Glad Evoy, Bill Terhune and Sally
J O H N FLEECER
Excha-nge Editor all-important first job than any since 1928.
in our backs whenever she came on
McCaslin, Johnny Powell, Ed Waite,
Grady Ray and Betty Hall, Dave
Still, it's a sorry world that has to kill and maim one-half the stage. Jess Gregg was the onESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
Wakefield and Stella Gregg, Paul
of its inhabitants in order that the other half may enjoy a ly other to give us insomnia; his
Unassuming yet mighty, shar-p and 'pointed, well-rounded yet many
bits
of
comedy,
although
sometimes
Meredith, Vernon Langston, Don
(Continued from Page 1)
semblance of prosperity. It's a silly, foolish, childish world
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name that can know no rule but t h a t of the sword. It's an idiotic given with an "I don't give a damn"
Riddle and Caroline Mills, Lindimplies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a peer, world that fights over empty words; a stupid world that has attitude, were humorous, light, and asked for more, the Tomokan and sey DeGhuery and Jo Caruso, and
wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation', all these will be blundering, incompetent dreamers swaying the destinies of well done. Otherwisce the produc- the R-Book budgets are consider- Jack Keller and Peggy Hudgings.
tion was nothing but a series of ably smaller.
found upon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj nations.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ward presidposes, striking enough as each
over the KA brood with loving
ike Sandspur.
Dudley Darling, making a report
But it's the only world we know. Go to it, seniors. It's
scene opened, (the only credit due for the Council had asked for on
re and took care that there were
all there, ready for you, waiting to be changed. That's the
' broken bones. I can't type any
the
movement
for
a
cooperative
one good thing about this world of our . . . we all get our
3re; my sun-burn is killing me.
store on campus enxt year, recomcrack at it.
mended a conservative start. InDuring the decade or more since I came to Rollins one
Today, it is a "World you never Made." But tomorrow
stead
of
a
complete
store
including
question has recurrently persisted. Whenever the losses, you will have to answer to the ages for its progress in your
a soda fountain, textbooks, and pa- by almost all the faculty members
(Continued from page 1)
disappointments and moral failures of the last war and the time.
per supplies he suggested starting who are willing to order the hooka
last peace have come up for discussion, the question has been
Giantonio, Major Harmon, Jr., Rita with a cooperative Buying Club of
"If there is another world war will we be in i t ? "
for their classes through this orCostello, Everett Farnsworth, Dud- all interested students with twenty
I have never been sure of the answer. On the one hand
ganization if it goes into effect next
ley Darling, Jane Balch, Charlotte members as a minimum.
Each year. If the Buying Club is sucwas the fact, patent to all, that we were led into the last World
Chapman, Sally McCaslin, Stan- member would contribute the capiWar on the slogans "a war to end wars," and "a war to make
Miss Elizabeth Moodie wins the two tickets to the Colony Theatre hope Casparis, Morrison Casparis, tal— probably a dollar per member, cessful next year, then it is probthe world safe for democracy," and that as a result of the this week for the best letter to the editor.
able it would expand into a full
Clyde Jones, Bob McFall Caroline and would buy their text books and
allied victory which we made possible and of the way in which
store the following year. The purSandlin, Paul Bouton, Gladys Evoy. paper cooperatively through the
victory was abused in the Treaty of Versailles we have had
pose of such a store, Mr. Darling
May 21, 1940
son's view of America's attitude on
Key Society Keys — Announced Buying Club. Non-members would
more wars and less democracy ever since. Now both peace
, was not only to obtain books
Brooklyn, N. Y. the present crisis,
by Robin Rae: Nancy Locke, Doro- also be invited to buy through the
and democracy in Europe have given way, both east and west My Dear Sir:
and paper at a considerably reI was impressed by President thy Hugli, Norine Farr, Minter
club but they would not have the duced rate for the students but also
of the Rhine, to dictatorship and destruction.
It would please me no end to have Holt's just and logical sermon this Westfall, Caroline Sandlin, Emily
advantage of the co-op. plan which to lay aside a portion of the profits
Even the debts we feared we might lose if the allies lost, you reprint Mr. Lindbergh's opin- morning: the case could not be stat- Graves, Gayner Davis, Virginia
a modified Student Union
effect amounts to reduced prices
and billions more have gone into the discard. In short, last ions or portions of them in your ed more clearly. This is a time Kingsbury, Barbara Northen, Jack
Building which could house the
: the books for members.
when all of you must reason things Buckwalter, Betty Winton.
time we won the victory and lost everything else for which next edition of The Sandspur.
Mr. Darling has a petition signed'
we fought. That will seem to supply the answer as to whether
Mr. Lindbergh has every right to out for yourself. But, in my opinStudent Ouncil Keys — Anwe should or will get in again, but it does not. Man is not a make these assertions. He is an ion, there is no doubt that the
nounced by Dudley Darling: Lillian
wholly rational being. Indeed most people reach decisions American in every sense of the U.S.A. is threatened, even though
Ryan,
Victoria Morgan, Jean Denswith their emotions.
word with no personal gains in only indirectly — a t the moment,
Sherry Gregg, Mary MarchNo man or woman of sensibility can view what has taken view. This can be proven when a by the victories of Hitler in Europe.
Arthur Bifield, Antoinette
I
do
not
think
that
the
Allies
will
few
years
ago
while
on
tour
in
place in Europe during the past fortnight and remain unSkinner,
Richard Wesson, Everett
moved. In the same way no one who has hoped for the growth Germany, Mr. Lindbergh stated, lose the war, but should they do so,
Farnsworth, Lois Johnson, Dick
of the spirit of tolerance in human society can view with com ''Germany has the greatest air the U.S. would be practically the
Or How to Stick Your Neck Out, Even if
Rodda,
Louis
Bills, Gayner Davis,
placency the continued triumph of racial bigotry and social force in the world." People then only great democracy left. And if
Dorothy Bryn, Robert Carter, John
You're Not a
Giraffe
intolerance of which Hitler is both the symbol and embodi- said he was pro-German, now he is the totalitarian states chose to ally
Giantonio, Dudley Darling, Charles
against
you,
whether
Italy,
Gerto
be
believed.
ment. There are intangible ties of culture and blood for
By Ima Snooper
Steel.
many of us with England and a friendliness for FVance deIt would not be altogether fair many, Russia or Japan, the odds
Casting for Theta Alpha Phi —- Rumors Should Be Heard and of my life
spite the past errors of these countries, which move us power to ask — what is Rollins coming to, would be a litle uneven. It is no
that class, and all I
fully as the blitzkrieg sweeps over the fertile fields of Flan- however, it would be in order to use to act like the famous ostrich: Alice Elliott in charge: Barbara Not Seen: One child, whose ini
got was a B!" . . . And what gave
ders and threatens an England which has been immune from make suggestions. While I was a t danger must be faced. If you enter Babb, Betty Berdahl, Morrison Cas- are Betty Carson, swears that she Louie Bills the idea that Milt Chanparis,
Stanhope
Casparis,
Emanuel
the
war
while
the
Allies
are
still
on
has
been
kissed
by
only
one
boy
threat of invasion for centuries. Prof. Dexter gave voice to Rollins we took those in a revolucey and his pals had been visiting
these emotions in his able editorial in last week's Sandspur, tionary state of mind, professors their feet, the chances of victory Ehrlich, Deedee Hoenig, Charlotte campus (are we to infer from this the wrong places last week-end?
We will get more and more of this sort of bombardment of and students alike and ousted them are far greater than if you wait Stout, Richard Verigan, Robert Betty, that clothes don't make thi We sorta wonder, too, what Rachel
Libra:
Dorothy
Bryn,
Betty
de
Manny?) . . . . Quite a blow to the Harris lost when she had a date
our minds and our emotions. Still I hope that we will recall —but quick, — even before we had until they have been defeated.
ers, Norine Farr, Sherry Gregg, feminine group on campus c
the tragic lessons of history and stand firm in our determina- time to t a r and feather them.
with a kleptomaniac some weeks
I have heard it said, "Why should Mary Marchman, Luverne Phillips, when they found out that Bobby
tion to let the peoples of Europe settle Europe's quarrels.
back? . . . .
The column entitled "Down With the United States go to war to save Peggy Whitely.
Burns, tall, dark, and fleet of feet,
We must stay out for the very reason t h a t a way of life Peace Mongers," written by a Mr. the British Empire?" But is is not
Omicron Delta Kappa: John Gi- turned up at the beach Sunday with
Rumors that bloom in the spring,
is threatened which, if we go into war, will be lost. England Jack Liberman, presumably a stu- a struggle of rival imperialisms,
Betty Phillips, settling once and for tra la . . . Did the Alph Phi's lose
is now a one-man dictatorship with Churchill's power over dent, was disgusting and wholly un- but a fight between democracy, the antonio, Major Harmon.
Group Averages — Fall Term, all that gentlemen do not prefer
men, property and thought, as great as Hitler's and the same
principles of freedom, and totali- 1939-40: Independent Women, Chi blondes! Is Clyde Jones still in the their charter? . . . And what has
situation exists in France. Crisis created Hitler in Germany.
1936 ROLLINS ALUMNUS
tarianism, the force which not only Omega, Gamma Phi Beta, Pi Beta dog-house with Sally Hodgdon be- happened to the ole Alma Mater
spirit with Prof Rony? Is Ha'vard
Crisis created dictator Churchill in England. Why blame
Ed. Note: We are sorry that oppresses its own people but seizes
either? Whoever wins or loses, Fascism has triumphed be- space limitations prohibit the re- any weak neighbour within reach. Phi, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Phi Mu, cause of an incident that occurred better? We ask you, being loyal to
Kappa Alpha Theta, Sigma Phi in Miami this winter? It's pretty Rollins and all that . . .
cause only an organized and regimented nation can meet the printing of Col. Lindbergh's reLook a t the picture on the o
Omega, Independent Men, Alpha well known, too, that Dick Yard has
test of war.
marks. Also we should like to of this week's "Collier's". It shows
Phi, X Club, Kappa Alpha, Phi Del- definitely put an end to the yearnWith the world situation as bad
Whether these countries will regain a semblance of de- stress the fact that Mr. Liberman's a typical "glamour girl" petting
ta Theta, Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma ings of one ex-Vassar-ite by holdas it is today, there is a cheerful
mocracy is doubtful. If they lose, the chances of a demo- article was written as a satire. He with a particularly smug-looking
Nu.
ing hands with willowy, winsome
note that we overheard from B. Milcratic way of life reappearing in them are slim. If they win, is definitely opposed to our enter- young man. They are in a comfortHonor Roll — For the Fall Term, Luverne Phillips . . . And Wendy
they will still be confronted with such burdens of debt and ing the war.
able 'plane, but through the window 1939-40: Vinton Freeland Babcock, Davis is the pleased man, what with ler . . . Professor Dexter is planning
such problems of getting the demobilized unemployed back to
you can see the globe, with the Louis Lou Bethea, Betty Marie his January wedding plans all made on joining the Naval Intelligence
work as will be so staggering that the time when democracy To the editor of the "Sandspur".
Americas turned towards you, Carson, Margaret Elsie Chindahl, . . . and the best of the rumors is Sei-vice in case things get hot . . .
America need have no fear , . . you
returns may turn out to be indefinitely postponed. The best Dear Sir,
while on the other side a great exthat one anxious mama is paying
way of preserving democracy here is to keep out of war.
I had intended, at the end of my plosion is shattering' the earth's Walter Beach Dandliker, Helen Van one siren 75 smackers per month to know how the Germans feel about
Ingen Darling^ Lindsey Cuthbert de
psychologists!
We should stay out because righting the wrongs of the stay at Rollins, to write a letter to crust.
Guehery, Helen Jean Fluno, Emily keep away from mama's boy . . .
world is a big job and not one that we can or should assume. the "Sandspur" saying how much I
re you going to be as thought- Glover Graves, Jean Holden, Doro Good joke of the year happened to
If we had tried merely in the last two decades, to right all the had enjoyed myself, and how much
Another interesting sociological
and unforeseeing as that young Lucile Hugli, Nancy Locke, Sara Charlie Gundelach who is still wonworld's wrongs in Europe, Asia and Africa we should cer- I liked this or that about American
dering who called him long dis- tem: Miss Weber is evidently gocouple, until the earth explodes un- Elizabeth McCaslin, Alden
tainly have had a job on our hands. Think for a moment of college life. Well, I have had a
der your feet?
Manchester, Mary Estelle March- tance from St. Louis and told him ing into the textile business . . .
the wars we should have to fight if we tried to become the pleasant time here, and I'm sorry
weaving along the road beman, Alice Katherine Newcomer, that he had inherited one thouI remain,
champion of democracy and to establish it by force of arms that it is over, but I feel that it
tween here and Daytona not long
Frances Armstrong Perrottet, John sand $ . . .
throughout the world.
would be more topical to write on
yours truly
and, being allergic to sea
Rae,
Jr.,
Mary
Caroline
Sandl:
We should be fighting England to free impoverished another subject — and English perEDITH HAMILTON-MOODIE Wallace Lea Schultz, Daphne Asfood (mama), we wonder what the
You Should Have Heard By This
India, we should be fighting France to free Morocco and IndoRollins grad Rex Beach was
pinwall Takach, Elizabeth Mae
Time:
That
Betty
Miller
insists
China, we should be fighting Italy to restore democracy in
t fish to hatcheries for?
S.P.O. Elects Officers
Tomlinson, Minter Jackson Westthat she wasn't insisting that she
Spain and to release her hold on Ethiopia and Albania; we
wish he'd donate a few small
fall, Jr., Suzanne Willis, Beatrice
The annual elections of Sigma
was a lady of uncertain character plots to the Florida Fot Hatchery a t
should be fighting Germany to restore self-government to
Strieker
Winton.
a little while back within ear-shot Rollins . . .
the half-dozen or more countries which she has overrun, we Phi Omega fraternity, held MonHonor Roll — For the Winter of a t least 6 of us . . . that Paddie
May 20th, resulted in the elecshould be fighting Russia over Finland, we should have anTerm, 1939-40: John Henry Buck- Moodie doesn't mean anything
of the following officers for
other big fight going on to pry Japan loose from the body of
We had an urgent request from
"What do you consider your most
waiter, III, Margaret Elsie Chin- wholesome when she says she wants Snoopy-puss Hudgings to keep her
China, and if settling these minor problems left us any time 1940-41:
embarrassing moment a t Rollins?"
dahl, Walter Beach Dandliker, Dud- to become "Americanized" . . . that name and all insinuations therefore
President — Emanuel Ehrlich.
for questions of domestic justice we might turn our attenAl
Swan:
"I
have
had
too
many
ley
Van
Ingen
Darling,
Adelaide
the infirmary couldn't get Ray out of this because she willed the
tion to our own unemployment and financial and racial probVice-President—Rankin Shrewsto print because of my association Gayner Davis, Betty de Giers, Edith Hickok's blood test . . . that Elsa blame to us . . . however, we cannot
lems and work at restoring the freedom of speech and press berry.
with John Willis."
Norine Farr, Emily Glover Graves, Jensen is still wondering what hap- resist one small suggestion that
and conscience which our crusading into foreign wars would
Secretary — Warren Titus.
Paul Bouton: "I won't tell you." Charlotte Gregg, Jess Ashton pened between her and her sister- her intense liking for the Chase
lose for us. Obviously this is nonsense. No one really beTreasurer — Richard Forbes.
Barbara Babb: "Right now."
Gregg, Philippa Frances Herman, hood . . . .
lieves that we can or should become the world's policeman.
Avenue dock a t night is because
Member to Executive Committee
Hilbert Hagnauer: " I t wouldn't Arline Kaye, Joan Kellogg-Smith,
ex-fran John Rae lives close by . . .
George Ehrlich.
Neither should be fight under the delusion that if GerPhilip Richard Kelly, Nancy Locke,
Student Council Representatives look good printed."
All the Answers: Ask Jess Gregg and just who is it that uses the semany wins she will attack us next. Germany has never
Willie Daugherty: "When I step- Alden Coe Manchester, Alice Kath- what rhymes with "rubies", and see clusion of the chapel for romancshown the slightest inclination to invade the United States —Regular, Emanuel Ehrlich; AlterNewcomer, Barbara Hal Nor- if he remembers the time he wrote ing? . . . and why did Smokey
ped on Sam Hardman down a t the
and in view of the geographical situation, if any German, nate, Rankin Shrewsberry.
then, John Rae, Jr., Mary Caroline an Indian love lyric to a lady that Knowles have to go home last weekInterfraternity Council Repre- Lakefront."
even Adolph Hitler, were to propose such a thing, he would
no doubt be confined in the proper sort of institution for the sentative — Regular, George EhrBuck Johnson: "When I met Nan- Sandlin, Marcia Elizabeth Stoddard, was not Glad Evoy, Sally McCaslin, end? and will there be any of the
Daphne Aspinwall Takach, Mary or Faith Illava . . . What's this we grads who'll be doing post grad
feeble minded. Even in such a grandiose book as "Mein lich; Alternate, Warren Titus.
cy."
Faculty Advisors — Dr. FeuerKampf," where Hitler dreams wild dreams of power, never
Manny Brankert: 'I've never had Elizabeth Upchurch, Lois Virginia heard about Deedee Hoenig saying, work next year? for the sake of
Weidner, Beatrice Strieker Winton. "Gawd, I gave the best performance our collective hides, we hope not.
any."
once does he turn his eyes westward. This is pure phobia or stein, Mr. Yust.
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ROLLINS

Along theSidelines I Men's Athletic Awards
By Ted Pitman

Once again Commencement Day
rolls around and "we who have the
luck to be still able to return to
Rollins bid a fond adieu to those going out into the world. We who
have watched the following athletes
through several years are proud
that they are going out as repre
sentatives of Rollins College. They
have done much for sport and
sportsmanship while they were here
and their work will long be felt here
at Rollins.
So it is with pride that we point
to seniors Paul Bouton, Will:
Daugherty, Buck Johnson, Al Swan,
Don Ogilvie, Joe Justice, Matt Ely,
Hill Hagnauer, Wendy Davis, Robin
Kae, Ray Hickok and Jimmy Coates.
It is fitting that we give a brief
resume of the achievements of
these gentlemen of sports in
our last column of the year.
Paul Bouton started off his
eer here in freshman football and
followed it up with three i
years on the varsity squad, gaining
his well deserved reward this year
when he was named all-state center.
For two years Paul pulled a powerful oar on the crew and this year,
just to show his versatility he
played fielder on the baseball team
He leaves us to take up an assistant coaching job at nearby Orlando
High and we wish him luck and at
the same time congratulate the Tigs on their fine choice.

The following athletic awards were given out a t the Annie Eussell
Theatre this afternoon under the direction of Dr. Adams. Coaches
Jack McDowall, U. T. Bradley, Buel Trowbridge, Bob Ward participated in giving out the prizes and awards.
INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES
(a) Football: Won 10 games lost only 1 (one).
The following men were awarded:
Sweaters: Donald Doyle; Merlin Mitchell; Frank Barber and Richard Wesson — Co-Managers; Frank Grundler; Buddy Bryson; Bob
Davis; Tiny Phillips;
Service Stars: Don Ogilvie; Buck Johnson; Clyde Jones; Sam Hardman; Lou Bethea; Joe Knowles; Al Swan; Manny Brankert; Chappie
Lawton; Joe Justice; Wm. Daugherty; John Giantonio; June Lingerfelt;
Mel Clanton; Paul Bouton.
(b) Basketball: Won 10 games lost five (5) — three of the games
lost were by one point margins.
The following men receive sweaters:
Frank Barber, Manager; Tiny Phillips, center; Manny Brankert,
guard; June Lingerfelt, guard; Clyde Jones, forward; Joe Justice, forward; Wm. Daugherty, guard; Carrow Tolson, forward; Curry Brady,
forward;
Numeral — Harrison Barnes, Assistant Manager.
(c) Crew:
Intramural championship Trophy (permanent possession) Kappa
Alpha.
Medals to members of winning Kappa Alpha Crew: Stroke, Don
Ogilvie; 3—Grady Ray; 2—Lou Bills; Bow—Bud Waddell; Coxswain—
Vernon Langston,
Varsity Letters: Nin Bond; Grady Ray; Eddie Weinberg; Al Nixon;
Frank Grundler; Jack Harris; Dixon Yard; Carl Sedlmayr.
Service Stars (second y e a r ) : Carrow Tolson; Mickey Harmon; Wes
Hausman; Mat Ely; John Giantonio.
Service Stars (third year): Mel Clanton; Don Ogilvie; Ray Hickok;
Ted Pitman.
Hats for especially meritorious service: Mat Ely; Ray Hickok. (All
other service star men have previously received these).
(d) Tennis:
Sweaters: Bud Albert, Mgr.; John Green; Ollie Barker; Dudley
Darling; Robin Rae; Wendy Davis;
Service Stars: Bob Davis.
(e) Golf: — Played 5 intercollegiate matches — lost 4 wone 1 (one).
Sweaters: Dave Crawford; Jack Keller; Richard Wesson.
Service Stars: James Coates.
(f) Swimming: Five meets — we won 4 and lost only 1 (one).
Numerals: Julian Mawhinney; Cecil Butt; Robert Pratt; Eddie
Waite; Kenneth Scudder; Don Hayford; Doyle Darnold.
Sweater: A senior—Jim Edwards.
(g) Baseball: State Champions.
Jackets: Geo. Estes—outfield; Buddy Bryson—outfield; Paul Bouton—outfield; Clyde Jones—short stop; Merlin Mitchell—Manager; Jim
Lease—pitcher.
Service Stars: Wm. Daugherty—pitcher; Manny Brankert—catcher;
June Lingerfelt—1st base; Joe Justice—2nd base; Emmet Gaulding—
3rd base; Sam Hardman—outfield.

SANDSPUR

Independents
Win Anderson
Intramural Cup
Thetas Are Second in Close
Battle-for-Finish That SeeSawed Throughout Year

Volleyball Playoff
Decides Trophy Win
The Independent women finally
decided the fate of the Anderson
Trophy last week by beating both
the Thetas and Gamma Phis in the
playoff of the three-way tie of the
Volleyball tournament. Stiff competition throughout the year and a
heavy schedule for the spring term
kept the race for the intramural
championship open until the last
gasp.
The winning Independents led a
good share of the year. They started off with a prize "Crew of the
Greasy Calf" and second place in
the basketball tournament during
the fall term. By the end of the
winter term, the Thetas had forged
ahead by adding golf, hockey, and
tennis points to their basketball
championship.
Spring term activities sharpened
the rivalry by the early snaring of
the fencing championship by the
Independents to put them back in
the lead; but not for long, as the
Thetas rode off with the riding intramurals.
Then, as the Gamma Phis and
Chi Omegas copped the swimming
and archery laurels respectively,
the leading groups struggled for
the second berths. The Independents captured the favored spot and
boosted the lead netted there by
placing members on both the modern and folk dancing varsities.
The competition hit a climax in a
three-way-tied volleyball tournament.
Again the Independents
came through and took the intramural championship for the first
time from the Thetas who have held
it for four successive years.
As usual the Gamma Phi Beta
sorority came through on its specialty — swimming. By adding the
golf championship and other scattered accomplishments they took
third for the year.
The Chi Omega sightsters took
the archery honors, but did not have
the all-round capabilities that put
the hard working Pi Phis in fourth
place. The Phi Mus suffered the
same trouble and relied wholly on
tennis, taking the cup.
The Kappas and Alpha Phis were
active in more sports than usual
and showed definite possibilities for
next year.

Willie Daugherty has for four
years run wild in the Tar football
uniform and hence earned the n
the "Terror of Wildwood" for his
achievements as a frosh back and
then for his three years of excellent
end work on the varsity. One of
Willie's ct"owning achievements was
this year's Miami game when he
played both in the backfield and at
end without substitution. He has
been one of the mainstays of the
basketball team, and for the past
four years he has been making the
opposing baseballers whiff the
CHEER LEADERS
as his good right arm won ball
Sweater: Sue Terry—4 years of service as cheer leader. Toy Skingame after ball game. This summer Willie journeys to St. Albans, ner—2 years of service as cheer leader.
Vermont, to play a little ball.
Letter: Doug Bills—1 year as cheer leader.
Invitation Intramural Tournament in FENCING: (Men)
Organization winner: Independents.
For four years a somewhat bald
Individual winner: (Medal). Frank Manuel.
head has been rolling up score after
INTRAMURALS: (Men)
score for Rollins and it is with regret that wc have seen Buck John(a) Touch Football:
Son in his moleskins for the last
Winners: Lambda Chi Alpha — won 10 lost 0. (Trophy. 2nd place:
time. Buck has been one of the Phi Delta Theta and X Club—won 8 and lost 2 each.
steadiest
and most consistent
(b) Swimming Meet:
ground gainers the Tars have had,
Organization winner: Lambda Chi Alpha—35 points (Trophy). 2nd
and has been one of the best men organization runner-up: Independents—16 points.
in spirit on the field, whether in a
Individual winners: (Medals). (1) 50-yd. dash—Jack Harris, Xgame or at practice. A year ago Club, 28.1 sec. (2) 60-yd. back stroke—Fred Kasten, L.K.A., 36.1 sec.
he played on the basketball team (3) 100-yd. breast stroke—Fred Kasten, L.K.A., 1 min. 26.4 sec. (New
and was plenty hot under the bas- record beating McArthur's old record of 1 min. 30 sec.) (4) 220-yd. rekets.
lay—Ken Scudder, Fred Kasten, Dick Kelly, Don Hayford, L.K.A., 5
min. 50.3 sec. (5) 220-yd. free style—Cecil Butt, Independent, Z min.
Don Ogilvie has been plugging 50.3 sec. (New record, beating Ken Scudder's old record of 2 min. 54.1
the gaps in the Tar line now for sec.) (6) Diving—Pete Crawford, L.K.A. (7) 100-yd. free s t y l e three years and this year he was scratched.
rewarded by being placed on the
(c) Tennis Tournament: (Medals). (1) Doubles: Winners: Bill
second all-state team, just missing Chick and Danny Speyer, X-Club, defeated Jack Budreau and Everett
out on the guard berth on the first Farnsworth in the finals. (2) Singles: Winner: Bill Chick, X-Club, destring by a few points. For the feated Bob McKennan, then an Independent, in the finals.
Victoria Morgan — "LOVE."
past three years Don has been pullM. A. Martin — "The Kappa's
(d) Track Meet: Organization winner: 1st, Lambda Chi Alpha, 29
ing an oar in the spring. His first points. 2nd X-Club, 25 points. (Other fraternities did not get organi- moving from wing to wing in beanyear he was on the jayvees and the zation credit because they did not have the necessary three (3) men in ery."
last two years saw him on varsity the meet to qualify for points.)
Betty Berdahl — "The Fifth Colas stroke and captain. Don leaves
Individual winners: (Medals). (1) Pole vault—Don Miller, (left umn."
to become a business man for I.B.M. College) 10 feet. (2) Broad jump—Pres Wetherell, L.K.A., 18 ft. 11 in.
Jeff Kennedy — "The Snuffy
but whenever he is near a crew race (3) High jump—Matt Ely, X-Club, 5 ft. 1 in. (4) Shot put (16-lb. shot) Club."
we know he won't pass it up!
Dan Speyer — "The Jeffo Club."
Tiny Phillips, 40 ft. 8 in. (These are all new records since this is the
Carolin Sandlin — Bill House
first year that we have had these track events in intramural competitalking about my table manners."
AI Swan has been another intrep- tion).
id defender of the middle of the
Bill House — "The Kappa's mak(e) Intramural Manager: Winter term, John Willis (sweater).
Tar line, beginning as a freshman Spring term, Frank Barber (sweater).
ing stooges out of McFoo (H.P.)
four years ago and continuing up
(f) Basketball: (Trophy). 1st place winner, X-Club; 2nd place and Hadley (H.P.)
through three years on the varsity. runner-up, Phi Delta Theta.
Bert Hadley — "MONEY!"
Tough and rugged Al has always
Daphne Banks — "I haven't any.
(g) Golf: (l)Individual winner: Bob Davis, Phi Delta Theta,
been known for his ferocious hard (Medal). (2) Organization winner: Phi Delta Theta, (Trophy).
I'M easy to get along with."
playing throughout every game. He
Shirley Bassett — "UncooperaIntramural rifle meet: Team winners: 1st place. Kappa Alpha,
was also active in intramurals.
with a total of 283 points (Trophy). 2nd place L. C. A., with a total of tive people,"
281 points (Trophy). Individual winner: 1st place, Bob Blackwood, K.A.,
The mentioning of Joe Justice's 167 points (Medal). 2nd place. Bill House, P.D.T., 153 points (Medal).
name means not only a star athlete
(i) Volleyball: (Trophy). Winner: Phi Delta Theta. 2nd place: A
but a great sportsman. Joe is as three-way tie between the K.A.'s, the Independents, and the Lambda
quick to help a new man as he is Chi Alpha's.
to size up a weakness in an oppon(j) Softball: (Trophy). Winner: Independents, won 10 games and
ent. For four years Joe has come lost 0. 2nd place. Phi Delta Theta, won 8 and lost 2.
Matthew Griswold Ely will prealong steadily and has worked hard
SENIOR ATHLETIC CERTIFICATES
side as Master of Ceremonies at the
to become the stellar back that he
Paul Bouton, Jr., Football 1937, '38, 39; Crew 1938, '39; Baseball Senior Class Day exercises to be
was this last season. Rated as the
held Friday morning at 10:30 at the
best in the state and mentioned for 1940.
William B. Daugherty, Football 1937, '38, '39; Basketball 1939, '40; lakefront.
Little All-American honors, Joe
The program will include the
really reached his peak, as far as Baseball 1937, '38, '39, '40.
Wendell A. Davis, Tennis 1940; Crew 1938.
reading of the class will, written
the fans were concerned, when he
Matthew G. Ely, Jr., Crew Manager 1938, '39; Coxswain 1940; by Peggy Mary Whitely and Marromped four times practically the
cia Stoddard; a farewell address
length of the field against Tampa to Fencing Manager 1938, '39.
by Margery Chindahl, announceHilbert W. Hagnauer, Jr., Crew 1938.
lead the Tars in an overwhelming
ment of the winners of the Phi Mu
Joseph D. Johnson, Football 1937, '38, '39; Basketball 1939.
^victory. Football hasn't been the
and O.D.K. athletic cups and other
only sport in which this great athDonald P. Ogilvie, Football 1937, '38, '39; Crew 1938, '39, '40.
honors.
lete has shone. In basketball he
Robinhood Rae, Tennis 1938, '39.
was one of the high scorers for the
Alfred W. Swan, Football 1937, '38, '39.
Following the ceremonies the trapast two years that the team has
ditional tree-planting ceremony will
John P. P. Willis, Intramural Manager 1940.
been organized. Again in baseball
be held. Betty de Giers and John
Raymond T. Hickok, Crew 1938, '39, '40.
lie has been a mainstay of the team
Giantonio will serve as junior marJames L. Coates, Golf 1939, '40.
for four years and hardly a throw
Joe Justice, Football 1937, '38, '39; Basketball 1939, '40; Baseball shals for the occasion and anhas gotten by him at second. Last 1937, '38, '39, '40.
nouncement will be made of Cat
year he was named and played on
id Fox elections.
The Sandspur sports staff is making its own honors award by picking
the All-American baseball team and this all-college intramural diamond ball team. Our pitchers are Eddie
this year he has signed a contract
Weinberg and Wes Davis; catcher. Chappy Lawton; first base, Dave
During February, 1940, a West
and is already playing with SanWakefield; second base, John Green; Shortstop, John Giantonio; third Virginia University librarian dis'ord. Joe leaves us, but his name
base, Harry Nichols; Short field, Dick Rodda; Left field, Pres Wetherell;
covered, in checking out a book,
*ill be placed in the Rollins hall
center field, Uan Speyer; right field, John Osteich. Honorable mention
of athletic fame along with Georgoes to Bob Davis, Jeff Kennedy, Wah Siddall, Morrie Casparis and Al that it had been used last in May,
1901.
Swan.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 7)
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Ely Will Be Master
Of Ceremonies At
Friday Class Day

Co-Eds in Sports
By Toy Skinner
This afternoon, at the Honors Day Assembly held at the Annie
Russell Theatre, the athletic co-eds of the campus received their laurels.
Each year, the outstanding girls in each sport, singled out through
play, practice and tournament, are picked by the Women's Physical
Education Department as honorary varsity teams to represent the school
in intercollegiates if the opportunity arises. The girls composing this
year's varsity teams are as follows:
Basketball Team
7. Elsa Jensen
1. Marcia Stoddard
8. Gloria Young
2. Dorothy Hugli
9. Pollyanna Young
3. Sally McCaslin
10. Nancy Johnson
4. Doris Hogan
11. Lolly Phillips
5. Hester Sturgis
6. Toy Skinner
Crew
Stroke: Toy Skinner
Bow: Loifi Johnson
No. 3: Joan Kellogg-Smith
Cox: Betty Knowlton
No. 2: Betty Winton
Hockey Team
7. Gloria Young
1. Marcia Stoddard
8. Frances Smith
2. Helen Darling
9. Carl Good
3. Hester Sturgis
10. Dorothy Hugli
4. Frances Perrottet
11. Laura Ripley
5. Pollyanna Young
6. Elsa Jensen
Fencing Team
4. Lois Johnson
1. Toy Skinner
5. Gloria Young
2. Rachel Harris
3. Edith Moodie
Tennis Team
5. Bitty Cummin
1. Ruth Eaton
6. Peggy Mary Whitely
2. Barbara Bryant
7. Pollyanna Young
3. Gloria Young
4. Toy Skinner
Riding Team
7. Marcia Stoddard
1. Gloria Young
8. Lolly Phillips
2. Pollyanna Young
9. Barbara Babb
3. Joan Kellogg-Smith
10. Betty Scott
4. Nancy Johnson
11. Betty de Giers
5. Lillian Ryan
12. Janet Jones
6. Phyllis Frazier
Modem Dancing
5. Jeanne Dominick
1. Priscilla Parker
6. Faith Illava
2. Patricia Pritchard
7. Aldine Baker
3. Alice Newcomer
8. Charlotte Stout
4. Sherry Gregg
Folk Dancing
4. Lois Weidner
1. Erika Heyder
5. Marian Russ
2. Sylvia Haimowitz
6. Betty Yokell
3. Daphne Takach
Golf Team
3. Jane Sholley
1. Virginia Smith
4. Betty Winton
2. Shirley Bassett
Archery
6. Jane Coates
1. Sherry Gregg
7. Anne Kruse
2. Irma Achenbach
8. Betty Hall
3. Mary Trendle
9. Sharley Bowstead
4. Margo Colvin
5. Betty Winton
Swimming Team
4. Flora Harris
1. Rachel Harris
5. Alma Van der Veldt
2. Gertrude Musselwhite
6. iGloria Young
3. Joan Kellogg-Smith
Volleyball Team
6. Betty Winton
1. Betty Stephens
7. Pollyanna Young
2. Dorothy Hugli
8. Marcia Stoddard
3. Nancy Osborne
9. Irma Achenbach
4. Claire Gibeault
5. Gloria Young
The Intramural trophies were awarded as follows;
The Basketball Cup and the Riding Trophy were won by the Thetas;
the Golf and Swimming Trophies were won by the Gamma Phis; the
Phi Mus won the Tennis Trophy; and the trophies for Fencing, Crew and
Volleyball were won by the Independents. The Independents, finishing
the year at the top of the Intramural point list, received the coveted
Anderson Intramural Trophy as their reward.
Blazers were awarded to: Toy Skinner, Lois Johnson, Betty Winton,
Polly Young.
Letters were awarded to; Nancy Johnson, Betty Winton, Polly
Young, Irma Achenbach, Joan Kellogg-Smith and Charlotte Gregg,
The Special Service Award went to Arax Erahmjian.

Diamondball Won
By Independents;
Phi Delts Second
By Jack Liberman
With all but one game remaining to be played, the diamond ball
season is over, with the Independents winning the pennant, closely
followed by the Phi Delts.
During the past week, the runirs-up had quite a time of it, winning four games in all, two by forfeit and two in actual combat. The
Kappa Alpha's and Sigma Nu's
could not scare up enough men to
go to battle. However, the Lambda Chis were there en masse and
put quite a scare into the Phi Delts
by refusing to bow in defeat until
the last inning when Bob Davis won
own game with a home run,
which accounted for the fifth run
of the game, the final score being
5-4. Hayford pitched a good game
for the losers, allowing but six hits,
the last one, however, being a gopher ball.
The Independents likewise had
somewhat of a scare when they
2 held to a 2-0 victory by the
K.A.'s who had turned in the exact
same score the last time the teams
had met. Wes Davis continued to
show his mastery as a pitcher by
allowing only two hits and fanning
ten, making a total of 33 men in
four games. Cerra's homer in the
first provided the winning tally,
with Rae crossing the plate in the
second. "Tiny" Phillips was in
there for the vanquished and did
well, giving but seven hits.
Later in the week, the Phi Delts
made short work of the X Club,
drumming out a 25-2 victory over
the combined pitching efforts of
Danny Speyers and Dick Rodda.
The game was tied at one all until
the third, when the guns of the Phi
Delts opened fire and when the dust
had died away, fourteen men had
crossed the plate. They continued
the barrage with ten runs in the
fourth. Bob Davis got credit for
his sixth victory of the year as
against two defeats.
The Lambda Chis, by virtue of
two three-run rallies overcame the
S. N.'s, 6-1. Eddie Weinberg allowed but one hit, although that
with two walks filled the bases in
the last inning, but he got out of
the hole - nicely. Hil Hagnauer
twirled a good game, relapsing only
in two innings, which however,
spelled his doom.
With Lindsey De Guerey's homerun sending a man across the plate
in front of him, the K. A.'s won
a 7-5 victory over the Faculty, Phillips, pitching his second game of
the year, had a bad first inning
when he was blasted for five runs,
but held the old men scoreless for
the rest of the game, while his
teammates closed up the gap and
went on to win. Lanky Rhea Smith
was in the box for the unfortunate
teachers, who, after having won
their first two games, have lost
their last three games. It was too
much for them.

X Club Chinches Gary Cup
Integrated Plan is
By Close Win OverSigmaNu
Stiffened by New
Clubbers Nose Out Phi Delts
Faculty Adoptions
By Narrow Margin; Lambda Chi's Finally Lose Cup
By Jack Liberman
By winning one of the most exciting diamond-^all gantes seen
here for years, the X Club became
the proud possessors of the Gary
Cup.
Trailing the Phi Delts by 1 1-4
points before the contest, the boys
went into it with a do-or-die spirit.
For a while it looked as if the latter would prevail for they trailed
6-2 as they came up to bat in the
second inning. They took a 7-6 lead,
however, increasing it to 12-6 in the
third, only to have the Sigma Nu's
come within one run of tying it up,
but Dick Rodda, who had replaced
Danny Speyers in the second, tightened up and retired the side. When
Dick Dana watched the third strike
whiz by him for the last out of the
game the next inning, a cry of joy
arose from the X Club throats, for
now they were intramural champions, having dethroned the Lambda Chis, who had won it the previous three years.
At the beginning of the year, it
looked like a different story with
the Lambda Chis going through the
touch football season unscarred.
They widened their lead by taking
both track and swimming. By this
time, the X Club had worked its
way into second place, while the Phi
Delts trailed the Independents in
the fight for third.
By winning the tennis tournament, the Clubbers closed the gap
by over a hundred points, the Phi

Delts then being in fourth ph
Although the Clubbers won only
basketball in the next five sports,
winning that after being tied by
both the Independents and the Phi
Delts, the Clubbers still went o
take the lead and get ahead of the
rest of the field. Lambda Chi lost
its chance by virtue of its weakness
in basketball, with most of its good
men on the varsity.

New Upper Division Board of
Admissions Set Up

The Integrated Plan of study a t
Rollins, better known as the New
Plan, was rounded out last week
by action of the Faculty. This action completed the Plan to carry
through all four years of college.
The Phi Delts now surged up Main points in the Faculty decision
with wins in Golf and Volleyball
Integrative Questions: Students
and high places in Crew and Rifle,
ry. The final compettiion was com- will write term papers, at least
ing closer and closer and because of three a term, on integrative questhe closeness of the race, the pres- tionh that will be determined by the
Board of Admissions to the Upper
sure was on.
It soon became apparent that the Division.
Clubbers, out in front by a good
Board of Admissions: A new
margin at the beginning of the dia- Board of Admissions to the Upper
mond ball race, were due for a hard Division was set up to take care
battle, for the Phi Delts and Inde- of the Integrated Plan students.
pendents were pushing them around The Board will consist of ten memin the final league battle, due in bers. The examination for admissome measure to the weakening sion to the Upper Division will be
of the Clubber team through un- based on the integrative questions
controllable circumstances.
and the student's answers to them
Anyway, thanks to the strong in his term papers.
playing of the Independents, who
Thesis: Each New Plan student
handed the Phi Delts their lone two will write a thesis for graduation
losses in the diamondball series, during the last term of his senior
the Clubbers just managed to skin year. This thesis will be on some
through to grab the coveted new phase of his major subject and will
trophy by the narrowest of mar- replace one full course during his
gins.
last term.
The final standings:
These provisions will apply both
X Club
1472 to students now under the New
Phi Delt
1463 Plan and to those who will enter
Lambda Chi
1413 next year. Needless to say, this
Independents
1221 year's students will be examined
K. A
1172 only on those integrative questions
Sigma Nu
659 which they will meet next year.
S. P. 0
50 Otherwise all will be the same.
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College Graduates' Employment Prospects
\Now Brighter Than in Last Three Years
MINNEAPOUS, May. 22: Employment prospects for 1940 graduates from American
colleges
and universities
are
brighter
than in the three previous years, or
in 1933, according to preliminary
results of a national survey made
public here today by King Merritt,
vice-presjdent of Investors Syndicate.
Ninety per cent of the 299 institutions of higher learning in the
survey reported that 50 per cent or
more of their 1940 graduates will
have steady jobs before the end of
this summer.
Job prospects the same as or
greater than those of June, 1939,
were predicted by 91 per cent of
the schools replying to the questionnaire.
Ninety-two per cent of the coeducational and men's colleges predicted that 50 per cent or more of
their male graduates would be attached to a regular payroll within
ninety days of graduation. Eighty-*
nine per cent of the co-educational
and women's colleges estimated
that 50 per cent or more of their
female graduates would be gainfully employed before autumn started.
This employment survey was

Rollins Press Store
congratulates the graduates on their achievement
thanks all the students for
their business
and invites the undergraduates to return next year

As the old maestro would say,
"The time has come to say adieu."
Before we part for the summer . . .
lend an ear to a few tricks that will
make you a more lovely you . . .
tricks that will stand you well in
the fall . . . a perfect subject for
an exciting wardrobe.
First of all, there will be your
fun in the sun . . . liken yourself to
a new rose and face it under glass
(preferably Polaroid sun glasses).
Polaroids stand "Nifty Approved,"
the best sun glasses you'll ever find.
And the result . , . it's plenty worth
while . . . no squint lines etched
deep enough to plant potatoes . . .
and your now dark lashes will not
have faded to the color of freshly
pulled taffy.
Point two . . . old Sol has no respect for you crowning glory, so
for pity goodness wear a hat in the
sun . . . or wrap a turban around
your head . . , or tie a kerchief under your chin. All on account of
your best beau won't even recognize
you if you return in the fall with
dry, strawy, streaked hair. If you
must go "sans" hat try "Protecsun", a preparation found in the
cosmetic salon of my favorite store.
Protecsun is really good for it
screens out the burning rays of the
sun. Add to this precaution fifty
strokes with your hair brush every
night for the finishing touch to
your shining curls.
On our third point hangs your
reputation . . . for every day this
summer you ill perspire at least a
quart of moisture. What to do
about it? Use a good deodorant.. .
the brand and how often it must be
applied depends entirely on your
personal need. Miss Golden, the
cosmetic buyer, recommended any
number of preparations: Mum, Arrid, Yodora . . . and then went on to
tell me about something new . . .
Parfum L'Ordonte, a deodorant
with the same odor as your perfume . . . what's more, it's not too
expensive.
And now your skin meets Sol . . .
protect yourself by using a sun
cream or oil. The result will be a
lovely golden toast instead of a
well aged leather.
Gals, this has been a grand school
year . . . here's hopin' you have a
super summer vacation!
Since
good-bye holds no promise of meeting again, let's just say "So-long"
till you return in the fall.

•nw

Flamingo
(Continued from Page 3)

a plot, the fact that the Rollins Flamingo is so very well written shows
the far-reaching result of Mr. Granberry and his writing workshop in
making the students aware of style
and the improvement obtained by
hard work.
In the June 1st issue, Jess Gregg,
veteran contributor of several years
scores again with one of his best
stories. In "April Brought No
Gladness" he has achieved almost
technical perfection, every line being polished and to the point. The
story shows clearly the "artist at
work" with numerous deft touches
sue has "hair that swooped to his
eyes like a ski jump" or "While he
shuffled his thoughts," and though
somewhat weak in real emotion and
characterization of the nurse, it is
still another proof that Jess has
"This preliminary survey is based
captured that elusive it which
on replies received from 299 institumakes for success in writing.
tions located in all parts of the
Sally McCaslin, also one of the
United States. Of this total 205
are co-educational institutions, 56 old timers to Flamingo print, has
men's and 38 women's colleges or a story which is very much like
the rest of Sally McCaslin's stories.
universities.
A poor little girl who wants something is portrayed rather movingly
in places, but the almost complete
lack of plot keeps the story from
being as effective as it might have
Sin
the
it
been; and gives a slight impression
end of the year, we are
that the writer is merely trying to
anxious to balance all accapitalize on the use of some very
counts and therefore have
colloquial customs and childhood
instructed the Director of
expressions and terms to bewilder
the commons that he is not
the reader into interest.
to permit any charges for
guests who eat at the
Nancy Locke is the author of a
Commons.
paper on religion which needs no
C. M. LYLE, Cashier.
other recommendation than the one
it brings from Professor Trowbridge himself. He says that it is
the best term paper he has ever received in his years of teaching;
and in spite of the size of the subWeek Beginning May 30th
ject, she does handle it with a pleasing degree of frankness and insight
and writes a clear and unaffected
Thursday and Friday
style. Miss Locke is a newcomer
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
to the Flamingo.
Robert Young in
Other newcomers are Johnny
"FLORIAN"
Willis and his prize winning play,
also
"A Suit of Clothes," an intended
melodrama, which though hindered
' T H E BISCUIT EATER"
by the use of story bookish dialect,
with Billy Lee, Richard Lane
will act and acter all that is the
prime requisite of a play. Faith
Saturday - Sunday - Monday
Illava, a freshman at Rollins, showSongs Old and New . . . Ameri- ing in the first short story she has
ever written remarkable choice of
ca's most colorful years
words, simplicity of style and plot,
ALICE FAYE
and amazing skill at handling her
characters and their actions. Be
" U L L I A N RUSSELL"
ginning late in the field of writing.
Miss Illava brings to the Flamingo
Tuesday and Wednesday
a fresh well of talent which should
Daring, reckless . . . that lov- solve some of the worries of future
able character.
editors for the next four years.
WALLACE BEERY
In the field of poetry, Peggy
Hudgings and Jane Balch are back
with new subjects loaded with im"20 MULE TEAM"
provement, especially in the case
of Miss Hudgings whose "The
Grape, Souring" seems to us a
THURSDAY
great step forward from the time
started May 1. or after Easter and
Spring vacations, during which
many employers send talent scouts
to campuses to interview prospective employees.
"Brighter outlook for many lines
of business, greater efforts on the
part of institutions of higher learning to obtain positions for both men
and women graduates, and the fact
that leading employers have been
satisfied with employees recruited
from college campuses in recent
years," explained Mr. Merritt,
"make prospects for this year's
graduates better than usual. The
1940 graduates represent, on the
average, 50.6 per cent of the freshmen enrolled in such institutions
four years ago.

Notice

COLONY

and FRIDAY!

2
BIG

SANDSPUR

Pi Gamma Mu Elects
Officers; Initiates
Three Last Thursday

Heather Merchant's Census
Shows Students Against War

Florida Delta Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu, national social science honor society, announces the initiation of Irma Achenbach, Janet
Jones and Betty Tomlinson on
Thursday evening, May 23rd. Following the initiation a meeting was
held to elect officers for the coming year. The new officers are
Dorothy Sugli, President; Robert
Stonerock, Vice-President; and Dr.
William Melcher, Secretary.

gie Miller, Will Rogers and a host
For about the past twenty issues war at all but should continue to of other greats.
the Sandspur has contained a sell arms to the Allies on the cash
strange column about campus ques- and carry basis; (3) think we might
As if not content with all the
tions called "Marching Merchants" do well to mobilize and await de- multiple other activities that he has
written by a strange organization, velopments, but should not lend the been in, Matt Ely has done much
The International Army of Heather war equipment of our armed forces for sports. For two years he has
been fencing manager as well as
Merchants. It presents logical ar- to the Allies.
guments in the sparkling clothes of
Most of the members of the fac- having the thankless task of crew
satire, catching the imagination of ulty answering the census believed manager for an equal length of
wits and intellects alike. Any week in accepting non-combatant duty or time. This year he took over the
the Heather Merchants may poke in non-support of a U. S. war with pilot's seat in the junior varsity
fun at the opponents of a student Germany in any way. A large pro- eight and it was largely due to his
refugee fund or at an inconsistent portion of theme, however, would excellent coxing that this undefeatpolicy of the Upper Division Board. volunteer immediately in the event ed boat became the nucleus for the
final varsity boat which he also
Last week with World War II of sueh a war. They mostly agreed coxed.
entering its most crucial stage to with the students that it might be
date, with war hsyteria sweeping a good plan to mobilize and await
Ray Hickok is another name that
America, the Heather Merchants developments and were equally set
announced their determination to against lending our war equipment will long be remembered in rowing
get a large sample of Rollins stu- to the Allies. A good number fav- circles here. Three yeu:s ago he
dent and faculty opinion concern- ored the adoption of a strict policy pulled an oar on the j ; vees and
last year he was a memt. of both
ing the war. Two days later there of neutrality.
appeared in commons an " I . A. H.
Said MacArthur and France varsity and junior crew at one time
M. War Census" which recorded the when asked about these results, or another. He was put to strokopinions of a good two hundred and "We're glad they don't want to go ing a ragged bunch called the jaythirty students and seventeen fac- to war — saves us the trouble of a vees again this year and through
ulty members. It had long been trip to Leavenworth." Said the his inspirational leadership, they
rumored about the campus that Heather Merchants, "Although it enjoyed an undefeated season.
Roderick MacArthur and Boyd has never been the policy of the I. When the varsity went on their
France were connected with the A. H. M. . . . etc. . . . the unscrupu- northern trip they were stroked by
Heather Merchants, but this con- lous peace-mongers would keep us Ray. No one else could have done
tention had little substantiating ev- from saving the righteous and glor- a grander job or been a better leadidence until they walked into the ious British Empire by shouting
Sandspur office the other night that Hitler hasn't a fraction of the
with the results of the census.
number of ships needed to attack
Another crew man leaves us this
When the figures were tabulated the U. S. . . . our Berlin branch, year. Hill Hagnauer, who, although
it became clear that most Rollins which sells Hitler all his Heather his rowing was confined to one seastudents (1) would accept non-com- (at regular exchange rates), re- son, two years ago, proved himself
bat duty if, the United States en- ports that he has been secretly well worthy of wearing a Rollins
tered war, but would not volunteer drilling his men and has a t last suc- crew letter.
immediately for service; (2) think ceeded in training them to goosethis country should not enter the step on water . . . . "
Another former crew cox wain
leaves this campus in the form of
The complete results of the I.A.H.M. Census follows:
Wendy
Davis. Wendy and his
I. In the event that the United States enters
"Plumbers" of 1938 will long be rewar, would you:
membered as he was largely reStudents
Faculty
sponsible for this first Rollins Jayyes
no
yes
no
vee crew. Wendy turned his atten.23%
45%
47%
35%
35% tion this year to tennis where he
2. Wait to be drafted? _
23%
12%
30%
was one of the dependable players
69%
6%
3. Accept non-combat duty?
-43%
19 %>
on the team. He also played frosh
4. Refuse to take part in the war in
football but a broken collar bone
any way
.16%
40%
59%
6%
ended his pigskin career. It is also
II. The United States should:
well to remember that he was the
1. Wage total war against Germany 2%
30%
47% originator of this column and sports
70%
2. Lend war equipment to Allies
editor of this sheet for two years.
46%
-39%
6%
65% Wendy will be one of the few to re-41%
35% main connected with sports when he
3. Give economic aid to Allies
37%
30%
4. Continue to sell war material on
leaves, as he will join the staff of
55%
41%
35% the Christian Science Monitor as a
6% sports writer this summer.
5. Adopt policy of strict neutrality 39%
32%
53%
6. Mobilize and await developments 50%
22%
47%
6%
7. Or do you advocate a policy symGolf and tennis come in for their
2%
23%
6%
24%
share of veteran athletes. Robin
Rae for the past three years has
been on the court every afternoon
holding his place as one of the rankRollins students, who have always been granted almost uning players of the team. Jimmy
limited credit privileges with local merchants, are urged to
Coates has likewise for three years
settle their accounts before leaving school, in order that they
been driving the golf ball around
themselves and other incoming students may continue to enjoy
Florida courses as a very able memthe conveniences in the future.
ber of the Tar golf team.

Manuel, Young Win Fencing
Frank Manuel, Rollins intramural fencing champion, went on to
new heights when he won first
place in the Prep Class Amateur
Fencers League tournament held
here Monday afternoon.
Alfred Roosevelt took second
place after a fence-off to break a
tie with Frank Manuel.
Frank Bowes, Dick Yard, and
John Gross, took third, fourth, and
fifth places respectively.
This Prep Class meet closes the
men's competitions for this year.
The final women's matches, also
Prep Class, will be held next Saturday at 2 p. m., in Recreation Hall.
Last Saturday afternoon Sis
Young duplicated Manuel's feat by
copping first place in the State
Prep Class Foil for women, while
Tony Jenkins, dark horse of the
competition, broke through and
took second. Rachel Harris was
third and Lolo Johnson fourth.
when she wrote "I weep my pillow
damp" in a love sonnet. She is fast
getting away from a tendency to
write poetry as a teacher might
teach poetry to be written, and we
should like to read the poem which
tied with "The Grape, Souring" for
first place in the Allied Arts Contest.
Jane Balch has again utilized her
knack for painting beautiful and
exotic mystery with a few words.
We believe Miss Balch is a romanticist when it comes to finding
reality in her poetry, but anyway
she is an artist and we love it.
Dorothy Bryn offers two poems
which although they show latent
talent, are much younger than Miss
Bryn in meaning. We could wish
on their writer a little hard work
on a more understandable subject.
And that is the Flamingo. Read
it on June 1, pat Louis Bills, Jess
Gregg, Mr. Granberry, and all the
contributors on the back for having
done something new and wonderful
at Rollins and keep your eyes peeled
for even greater developments next
year.
University of Omaha students
recently voted six to one in favor
of continuing inter-collegiate football.

Along the Sidelines
(Continued from page 5)

See you at Tinker Field next Fall!

At Sivils famous roadside restaurant
in Houston, Texas there are 100 smiling {{iris
who serve YOU and they will tell you that
Chesterfield is the cigarette that satisfies thou*
t-to-coabt tourists.

FEATURES
A Picture to Remember

"FLORIAN"
with Robert Young
also
The Story of Two Kids and
their Dog —•
"THE

BISCUIT
EATER"
with BILLIE LEE

3 DAYS STARTING
SATURDAY!

"LILLIAN
RUSSELL"
FOR COOL MILD GOOD
SMOKING CHESTERFIELD IS
AT YOUR SERVICE'

ALICE FAYE
DON AMECHE

WINTER PARK - PHONE HSO

A n y w h e r e cigarettes are
sold just say "Chesterfields
p l e a s e " and y o u ' r e on your
-vvay to coniplete smoking
pleasure . . . always at your
service with the Right Combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos.

OPEN 2 p . M. DAILY

Dickson-Ives
Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord AvK
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

WASHING, POLISHING. SIMONIZING
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

•
BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
e. Park & Fairbanks

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29> 1940

1(14^2! , .

Winter Pari
Coprright 1940, LiCGKTT & M T H S Tosi

Chesterfield's blend and the
way they burn, make Chesterfield

America's Busiest Cigarette.

